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You’re here because you or someone you love has experienced
a sexual trauma. We want to acknowledge you for naming what
happened and for showing up now to make a plan to address it.
Whether it was recent or years ago, the wounds associated

with sexual trauma deeply impact lives. Hundreds of millions
of lives around the world, according to the global body of

research that most experts say reflects vastly underreported

figures. Sexual trauma is a widespread epidemic on the level
of poverty, infectious disease, starvation, and resource scar-

you they feel completely isolated and that they are facing the
aftermath of it alone.
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city. Yet most of the people who’ve experienced it would tell

We don’t want you to feel that way. birdbrain created the Field
Guide so that you and the people on this journey with you can
to help you process your emotions, understand your options,
and serve as a sounding board for identifying the decisions

you’ll make that will move you forward. We also want to help

you think about how your personal experience fits into the big
picture, because our society needs to make a transformational shift toward a sexually healthy world. We want to help you
discover how you can be part of making that change on your
terms in safe and manageable ways.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

have a comforting, educational, and useful outlet. We want

about birdbrain
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art therapy

a f ie ld gu i de t o th e n e w n or mal
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clothes

educational
resources

birdbrain is a non-profit for people impacted by
sexual trauma. Our mission is to comfort sexual
trauma victims and assist members of their
support networks throughout the long-term
stages of recovery. To achieve this we focus
on restorative ways people can feel confident,
practice self-care, relate to others, and establish
their own individual journey in a society that is
not yet designed to accommodate their needs.
We do this by showing solidarity through our
birdbrain clothing line, providing art therapy
kits to ease PTSD symptoms, and offering
educational resources like birdbrain: a Field
Guide to the New Normal.

our story
chance at providing clothes and crafts to other sexual
trauma victims someday.
Starting a mission-driven fashion brand was an unlikely
proposition for someone who didn’t know how to turn
on a sewing machine and had worked at Nordstrom
for a couple of seasons. Determination prevailed.
Maegan managed to complete that pair of pajama
pants and gave them to Dianna for Christmas, then she
spent the next two years learning to draw, embroider,
and design custom fabric and patterns.

We are a labor of love built by a family and community
of friends and colleagues who wanted our founder,
Maegan, to have a thriving life where she felt seen,
heard, recovered, and supported. We also wanted to
help Maegan achieve her vision of providing the solidarity we show her to as many sexual trauma victims
as we can possibly reach.

After years of learning and growing as a community,
we are proud to release birdbrain: A Field Guide to the
New Normal. Since our inception, Maegan dreamed
of creating a resource that could serve the majority
of sexual trauma victims who, like herself, chose not
to report the incidents to authorities or immediately
seek therapy. She wanted to equip people struggling
alone with useful information that can be processed
privately at your own pace on your terms. The Field
Guide is based on observations from Maegan’s more
than 20 years of personal experience in coordination
with mental health professionals. The workbook also
includes resources for members of a victim’s support
network, such as family, friends, romantic partners,
colleagues, and faith leaders. It can also be used by
health professionals as an ancillary tool for patients
who are actively in a medically-supervised recovery
process.
birdbrain is proud to have worked with countless
volunteers and supporters to create a community that
visually, emotionally, and physically reflects the diverse
experiences and needs of people impacted by sexual
trauma. This issue touches people of all backgrounds,
and we believe that by honoring each individual’s journey we can use our collective strength and empathy to
create a sexually healthy world.
— t h e c a r b e r r y fa m i ly + t h e b i r d b r a i n
board of directors
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birdbrain is the outgrowth of a personal epiphany.
Having recently designed a handmade dress with
her mother, Dianna, for a special event, Maegan
discovered that crafting made her feel at ease in a way
she’d never experienced. She decided to follow that
instinct. Maegan had been a longtime advocate for
veterans groups who successfully educate the public
about PTSD, and she’d also been visiting California
prisons with organizations that provide art therapy
to incarcerated individuals. She connected the dots
between these experiences and wondered if it was
possible to improve the lives of sexual trauma victims
using an approach that blends trauma awareness
advocacy and art therapy in the fashion sector. She
had to help herself first, but Maegan signed up for her
introductory class at The Sewing Arts Center in Los
Angeles. She hoped that if she could figure out how
to make a pair of pajama pants, she just might have a

After gaining proficiency, Maegan decided to open
birdbrain’s flagship Community Showroom in Palm
Springs, CA. In 2017, we became part of the small
desert town just outside Los Angeles. The Community
Showroom is a place where people come for custom
fittings and to shop, to participate in therapeutic group
crafting activities like embroidery, coloring, painting,
and shirt-making, and to experience representation,
solidarity, and support. Having seen the positive
impact on the local community, birdbrain took our
unique experience on the road. We hosted our first
Pop Up Community Showroom in Manhattan in 2019,
beginning a tour of other major cities.
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Maegan had an impactful career in U.S. politics and
media for 15 years, but her attempts to manage
rape-related trauma symptoms constantly undermined
her quality of life. Eventually, the disconnect between
the high demands of her work and her unhealed
wounds became unmanageable. In the fall of 2014,
Maegan knew she needed to address the problem
before something terrible happened. She founded
birdbrain to help herself and anyone else who
might benefit from her willingness to be transparent
throughout her journey.
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it feels good
to be with you.

I didn’t always believe that.

Maegan is a media entrepreneur. She served as Arianna Huffington’s Chief of Staff in the early days of The
Huffington Post, launched Variety’s Wilshire and Washington podcast about Hollywood and politics, and was the
Founding Curator of Upworthy. She began her career as a reporter for The Chicago Tribune and has written for
many esteemed publications. She appeared as a regular analyst for FOX Business with Neil Cavuto and CNN for
OutFront’s Strike Team. Maegan has spoken for innovative organizations like the Paley Center for Media, and
taught courses at USC’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism. She is a consultant to U.S. and
international leaders across the political spectrum.
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Even under these circumstances, it’s great that
we’ve met here in reality. It’s true that sexual
trauma can derail our dreams and make us feel
like we’re missing out on the things all people
deserve. It’s also true that we can still dream.
We can experience joy, happiness, sexiness,
closeness, and social change.

When I reflect on the early years of my attempts at coping after being raped on my first
date at age 16, it’s profoundly painful. It was
such a formative experience I spent the majority of my adult lifetime trying to understand
it and live intentionally alongside it. I lovingly
think of my maturation in three stages, which
I’ve gently named my Zombie Phase, Treatment Phase, and birdbrain Phase. Back in the
Zombie Phase I always felt so adrift, reckless
with my life, violated, suppressed, suicidal;
I can barely stand to think of it. Entering the
second phase in my mid-20s I began in earnest
to grapple with what happened, but I could
only function in such a highly compartmentalized way it was as though I had multiple
personalities. (We’ll get to this common
trauma symptom, known as dissociation, in
the Field Guide’s Treatment section!) It wasn’t
working to simply suppress things and power
through anymore; I had an acute awareness of
what was happening even though my tools for
addressing my trauma symptoms were pretty
shoddy. Unfortunately, as I was starting to find
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I wish I didn’t have to be here with you. In a
perfect world, sexual trauma would never have
touched either of our lives. I’d have been a
happy teenager who moved to Nashville and
became a country music star, entertaining
you with my nasally twang on stage in my
favorite red cowboy boots. Who would you
be? I’m smiling at the thought of us meeting in
those lives instead. We look good and we feel
strong. Our needs are met, we’re supported,
we’re mutually loved and desired. We have
community, we have rights, and we’re definitely sharing a plate of cookies. I see you. Don’t
even think about eating the last one! <3
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hugs
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I know everyone using the Field Guide
is in a different place in their recovery
process. If you are in crisis, I am so
glad that you are here and considering
long-term strategies. I hope sharing my
personal insights helps, and that some
of the more advanced aspects of the
Field Guide will provide a sense of
aspirational comfort. But if it ever feels
like pressure, or if you’re just really
feeling unwell it’s OK to put it down. It
might help to reference the Treatments
section and think about how you can
connect with a medical professional.
If you’re like me, out of the immediate
crisis period, dealing with the daily
triggers and consistently managing
yourself pretty well then I hope we
provide you with a relevant framework
that can add precision to your troubleshooting and produce rewarding results.
Wherever you’re at, doing this selfexploration could be upsetting. If you
need support, the best place to be is
RAINN (The Rape, Abuse & Incest
National Network). Visit www.rainn.org
or call 800.656.HOPE (4673). Support
for sexual trauma is usually marketed
to women, but it happens to everyone.
If you’re a man check out 1in6 at
www.1in6.org. I’m a proud and out
bisexual person, so I am especially
conscious of providing support to my
community. I highly recommend the
trans organization Forge Forward at
www.forege-forward.org; their work
is so excellent I recommend it to all
queer folks.

my footing, I was raped again at age 29. It was
a highly disruptive, major setback. After that
experience, I found myself back in zombie
mode until I turned 34—nearly two decades after being introduced to my sexual self through
violence. Sometimes I would imagine how people would react if they read something like this
paragraph about me instead of my professional bio because this is the person I knew best
and not the ambitious up-and-coming political
operative I presented to the world.
Words can never express what that saga was
like for me during the first two phases of my recovery, but I suspect you don’t need me to find
the perfect adjectives. If we could lock eyes, I’d
see your saga reflecting back at me.
In my many attempts at effective therapy, I
learned a psychology maxim that says people
only make serious changes in their lives when
the cost of staying the same outweighs the
benefits of things becoming different. That’s
what happened for me when the birdbrain
Phase began. To put it bluntly, I knew if I
continued on the zombie path I would die. I
wanted to live because my mom wanted me
to and she fought for me. I wanted to live for
my cat, Scarlett O’Hara, who after 16 amazing
years is watching over us right now from Kitty
Heaven purring loudly. You might need a lint
roller because when you stand up her hair will
be all over your pants. I wanted to live because
there were still several seasons of Game of
Thrones left and because I wanted to watch my
dad coach more football games. I wanted to
be here with you. And maybe if all of that went
OK, I hoped someone might love me and have
great sex with me and be my family.
Creating birdbrain has allowed me to enjoy
more than six years of manageability, during
which I’ve amassed and now articulated all
sorts of knowledge that I’ve shaped into the
Field Guide. From those pajama pants I made
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What about you? At what capacity level have
you been operating?
I’d like for us both to feel our best. As you
explore the Field Guide, even though we won’t
be having an IRL conversation I want to be

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

I’d estimate that about 60 percent of my life
prior to birdbrain was spent reacting to the
events, in a place of being stunted and paralyzed in my personal life. I have so much grace
now for the positives, joys, accomplishments,
and loves I built with just 40 percent of my
capacity. I’m proud of that. I’m excited about a
future where I continue to gain capacity. Who
will I be at 75 percent? At 90 percent? Will I
ever reach 100 percent?

your sounding board. Use your journal to work
the sections at your own pace. Think about
who you’ll turn to or how you’ll comfort yourself during the tough spots. I’ve designed each
section to help you and the people you care
about understand what we’re facing, reflect on
your personal situation, comfortably communicate what needs to happen next, and then
channel the belief that things can be better
into real change. If you don’t have people on
the journey with you yet or if you aren’t comfortable interacting with your support network,
I urge you not to give up. I’m here, and so are
the people who love me. We made this for you
in all our dysfunctional glory and we are more
than happy to believe in you until you do.
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in my first sewing class, I slowly began building
on hoping that I could believe until I really did,
and then I began to experience rewarding
results. That belief became our organization.

a f ie ld gu i de t o th e n e w n or mal
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the field guide is dedicated
to h. leslie foster ii, whose
friendship made it possible.
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How are you doing and who can you
trust? Let’s talk about what you’ll face
together as you process the experience,
and get your recovery team informed
about the broader issues so you can
work towards a world where this
doesn’t happen anymore.

s i tuati on

the
situation

tip As you begin this
section, it might help to
feel prepared.

Are you set up in a comfortable environment?
Do you need to ask
anyone for privacy?
Do you feel any resistance?
How much experience
do you have with this
subject? Are you ready
to learn or reflect on it
with a new perspective?
Is your journal nearby
with your pen handy?
Should you get a glass
of water? Some snacks?
More blankets? Do 15
jumping jacks or a meditation? It’s OK. We’ll
wait.
What is your self care
plan if the information is
overwhelming?
Who in your community
could be a safe person
to discuss your reactions
with?
Ready? Let’s get right
to it.

Journal
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about them?

If you’re experiencing suicidal
ideation, do you have emergency
resources available for your low
points? You can always check
yourself into an ER, or call 911 or
RAINN at 800.656.HOPE (4673).
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FA I T H L E A D E R S

It’s normal to want to make sense
of why you were violated. Whether
you are affiliated with a specific
religion or you’re an atheist, you
might want a thought partner to
help think through some existential
questions. Do you have a person
or community like this where you
can find support? Do you have
any reservations about how your
moral or spiritual community will
respond? If you’re a believer, have
you tried connecting directly with
God in prayer?

You’ve articulated something
important. You know where
things stand in your recovery.
Now let’s take a step back
and think about how what
happened to you fits into the
bigger picture.

hugs
It’s tough to reflect on
your situation. Now that
you’re done, we recommend doing something
to celebrate your accomplishment! Treat yourself
to an experience you like
and really enjoy it. A nice
walk? Your favorite ice
cream? A nap? We’ll be
here when you’re back.
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Good job completing this
exercise. Remember, this is
where you’re at today. It’s
possible that things will
evolve in the future. Do
the exercise again in a few
months if you need to.
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If you’re treating physical
injuries, are you receiving quality
care? If you’re seeing a mental
health professional, are they
addressing your top concerns?
Do you know your top concerns?
Do you feel safe with these
professionals? If you’ve had
unsuccessful attempts at mental
health care, how do you feel
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Look, it can feel completely demoralizing
to think about the
global epidemic.

a fie ld gu id e t o t he n ew no r mal
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I’ve learned, however, to view it as a
leadership opportunity. We live in an
unprecedented time
where awareness is
expanding, attitudes
about sex and
gender are shifting,
and connectedness
around the world is
increasing.
You don’t personally
have to solve the
whole problem; it’s
enough dealing with
your own trauma. I
believe that each individual who decides
to lead in their own
life is part of a combined, widespread
transformational
change.
Over the many years,
I’ve personally had to
think about the problem of sexual trauma,
learning about the
bigger picture has
helped me transform
my anger into the
ability to forgive people who were poorly
informed and unable
to be there for me.

It’s hard, but I know
that even though
people I loved and
leaders I believed
in weren’t taking
what I deemed to be
appropriate actions
on behalf of me and
others, there are
much stronger forces
at play.
Part of birdbrain is
creating a space
for them to work
with us, and setting
the kind of gentle,
loving tone for that
work I wish had been
available to me and
my people. That’s
what I want to stand
for, at least. When
I get discouraged,
I think about the
centuries of people
before us who didn’t
live in contemporary
conditions. We
deserve a more sexually healthy world
right now, but we’re
also among the first
people ever to have
a real shot at setting
standards for the
future. That’s a challenge that motivates
me to sit with the
hard facts and think
about how we can do
better.
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sexual trauma cycle
What happened to you or the person you care

We use the word “trauma” intentionally to

circumstances. You’re also undoubtedly aware

be familiar with the range of violations, which

about is very personal and unique to your

cover a wide array of experiences. You might

that you’re not alone in having been impacted

span from incest to trafficking to war crimes.

hundreds of millions of people around the

are significant, and you want to have aware-

by sexual trauma. In fact, the problem impacts

The differences between these experiences

world. Yet it’s so rarely talked about that the

ness when you speak or take action.

of the true scope of the problem. This makes it

For birdbrain, we use the word “trauma”

average person has a limited understanding

difficult for anyone—whether it’s you or a powerful global leader—to address it or stop it.

You will be in a stronger position in your own

recovery if you empower yourself with a working understanding of the global epidemic. It

can help put your experience in perspective,

and if engaging in activism is safe for you and
your loved ones it can help you strategize.

There’s a distinct role for each of us to play.
In order to know where you or the person you

care about fits into the broader schema, we’ve
provided a crash course in the basics. In the

long-term, your engagement with this material

will likely extend far beyond what we can cover
here, but our intention is that the Field Guide
can be a strong foundation.

While no sexual trauma experience is the

same, for the purposes of studying the global

epidemic it is possible to characterize common
situations and factors that a majority of impacted parties will confront.

That starts with a functional definition of
“sexual trauma.”

because we don’t want to fixate on legal

definitions. This isn’t a court of law, and if

something happened to you or your loved

one that was traumatic we want to address it.
No one is demanding that your experience

be classified or that proof be produced. Much

like America’s drug laws, the framing of sexual
violence in penal codes could use some work.

They’re usually based exclusively on heterosexual beliefs and focus narrowly on penetration by

a penis or foreign object. They are highly gender
biased. There’s essentially no consistency when

it applies to teenagers. The statutes of limitation
are completely out of sync with the amount of

time it takes most victims to come forward. They
are designed to feed the prison industrial com-

plex while failing to address the culture of sexual
trauma within prisons. It’s a mess. You’ll google
it and fill up your entire notebook with furious
exclamation points.

In fact, a lot of the information compiled

here is infuriating. Sickening. Discouraging.

But we can’t do anything about it if we don’t

know what’s happening. Let’s just face it matter-of-factly together.

Remember, we will do something about it.

the stages of sexual trauma

s i tuati on
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1
E V E NT

1

2

event

crisis

types of trauma:

This is the period during and

Rape ∙ Acquaintance Rape ∙

sexually traumatic event. The

Incest ∙ Molestation ∙ Marital
Abuse by Authority Figure ∙

2
CRISIS

Stranger Attack ∙ Gang Rape ∙
Trafficking ∙ War Tactic

The term “sexual trauma”

encompasses a wide range of
3
D ISCLOSURE

violent acts. Each context in

which a person experiences

5

SUPPORT

NE T WORK

6

SYM PTOM S
M A NAG EM ENT

7

NORMALIZATION

event could be isolated or

sustained. The direct aftermath
can include a period of weeks
or months or years in which
a victim is unable or barely

able to participate in basic life
activities.

trauma has a distinct intent

• This period is characterized by shock.

understand the differences.

• What happens now?

and impact. It’s important to
4
RE COURSE

immediately following the

• Was the assailant
known to the victim?
• What was the power
dynamic between
them?
• Was it an isolated
incident or sustained?
• Was there premeditated
intent? Miscommunication?
• Were multiple parties
involved?
• Was it part of an
economic or military
structure?
• What was the victim’s
age, attributes, location,
and socioeconomic
status?

• A victim is facing difficult decisions alone and
deciding who to trust.
• There might be physical
wounds that require
medical attention.
• There is an optimal,
short window for informing authorities and
acquiring evidence.
• It’s likely that the victim
still has to show up for
work and meet social
obligations.
• Judgment might be
impaired.
• Members of the victim’s
support network might
be unequipped to help
or experiencing adjacent trauma. In some
instances they could be
involved in the trauma.

3
disclosure
is in two parts: naming what happened and whether to disclose it.

1
EVEN T

The first step is an internal evaluation of whether what happened

constitutes a criminal act. The second is a cost-benefit assessment

of whether it is safe to present the information to loved ones, faith
leaders, colleagues, law enforcement, or health professionals.

2
CRISIS

• If the victim is a child or adolescent, their judgment will
reflect their capacity and relationship to caretakers and
authority figures.
• There are complex layers involved when the assailant is
known; this occurs in instances of incest, molestation, marital rape, acquaintance rape, or abuse by an authority figure.
• Premeditation by the assailant and communication between
parties can also be relevant factors when determining criminality. Victims often blame themselves in these instances or
seek justification for an assailant’s actions.

3
D ISCLO SURE

4
R ECO URSE

• Criminality is relatively clear to victims in random events
perpetrated by strangers.
• In instances of coordinated violence by groups, human traffickers, and military operatives the fear of repeat incident or
brutal retaliation discourages disclosure.
• Disclosure requires a reliable recipient of information. A
victim in crisis mode must evaluate all potential options to
determine if they’ll be heard, acknowledged, protected,
and encouraged to continue the process.
• Specifically, in trafficking, the victims may have crossed
borders and be unable to navigate a new location or
communicate in the local language.
• Specifically in war, there may be no authoritative body to
which the events can be disclosed.
• Due to shock and other crisis circumstances, there may be
a delay in disclosure. This could be hours, days, years, or
decades depending on the situation.
• Unfortunately, delays in disclosure to authorities have a
negative impact on legal recourse—and sometimes social
recourse.

5

SUPPO RT

NETWO RK

6

SY MPTO MS
M ANAGE ME NT

7

NORMALIZATION
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When the trauma ends, the immediate decision victims must make
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1
E V E NT

1
EVENT

LEGAL ∙ SOCIAL

If sexual trauma victims are able to identify what happened as

a violation or a crime, they must then consider if it’s possible to

2
CRISIS

pursue corrective action. They can pursue this legally through the
2
CRISIS

3
D ISCLOSURE

4
RE COURSE

5

SUPPORT

NE T WORK

6

SYM PTOM S
M A NAG EM ENT

7

NORMALIZATION

justice system, or outside of it in social scenarios.

• A majority of sexual trauma victims don’t ever disclose and
don’t seek recourse of any kind. This can be due to concerns
for their personal safety, a desire for privacy, or a belief that
attempts for recourse will be unsuccessful.
• It’s well known that within the legal system, few assailants
are arrested, convicted, or receive jail time for their actions.
It’s also expensive.
• In instances where assailants are known to the victim or
generally speaking, victims might not desire for assailants to
serve jail time.
• Due to the fact that so few instances are disclosed or reported, there is little data available regarding what kinds of
recourse would be a more desirable alternative to jail time.
• Restorative justice and other conflict resolution practices are
something that advocates for prison reform promote. They
are not yet widely practiced.
• Seeking direct communication with an assailant to process
what happened is highly unsafe without professional mediation. This would require disclosure.
• Social recourse without the assailant’s participation can
include simulating a confrontation in a safe environment,
positive self talk, prayer, seeking support groups, anger
management techniques, or an array of healing modalities.
It could also include seeking comfort from safe people who
are familiar with the situation.
• It’s completely unadvisable, but many folks also seek social
recourse through the form of revenge or vigilantism. In fact,
many trauma victims don’t disclose out of fear that loved
ones would commit a reactionary crime.
• For some victims, in order to end the trauma they have to
commit a crime and find themselves in legal trouble or
prison.

3
D I SCLO SURE

4
R ECO URSE

5
SUPPO RT
N ET WO RK

6
SYMPTO MS
M ANAGE ME NT

7
NORMALIZATION

5
support net work
need to rely heavily on a support network. This can include friends

1
EVEN T

and family, romantic and sex partners, colleagues, faith leaders, and

healthcare providers. Some professionals are considered mandatory
reporters, meaning they are required by law to act on information
about sexual trauma. Support may also include inspiration from

strangers who’ve shared experiences publicly. While the need for

2
CRISIS

immediate support may reside as time passes, the events will always
be part of a victim’s life and worldview. Supportive people willing to
go the distance are critical to long-term recovery.

• As there are very few resources for sexual trauma victims
themselves, there are even fewer resources for members of
their support networks.
• It would make sense for something like what Al-Anon is to
Alcoholics Anonymous to exist, but it does not.

3
D ISCLO SURE

4
R ECO URSE

• Sexual trauma victims are often turning to or dependent on
people who are not themselves prepared.
• As is the case with an issue like homelessness, the problem
is so vast and overwhelming that many people who encounter someone discussing sexual trauma move on without
stopping. They might care, but they feel they can’t even
scratch the surface in terms of creating solutions.
• Ways to show acknowledgment, solidarity and other forms
of support need to become widely accessible.
• Given the sheer volume of impacted people on the planet,
we are all part of someone’s sexual trauma support network
whether we know it or not.

5

SUPPO RT

NETWO RK

6

SY MPTO MS
M ANAGE ME NT

7

NORMALIZATION
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Throughout the exhaustive stages from trauma to recourse, victims
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s ymp toms management
1
E V E NT

In addition to sorting out who to trust and what to do, a majority

of victims also experience trauma symptoms. These can be acute

and debilitating. They can be subtle and persistent, spiking when
2
CRISIS

3
D ISCLOSURE

4
RE COURSE

5

SUPPORT

NE T WORK

6

SYM PTOM S
M A NAG EM ENT

7

NORMALIZATION

triggered. Some people may reach a point where symptoms do
not impact their daily lives, but for many symptoms are a

permanent reality.

• There is ample information available about sexual
trauma symptoms, although it isn’t particularly sophisticated
or helpful to many demographics that need it.
• Most of the information focuses on the crisis stage,
and does not address long-term concerns.
• A good deal of the information is framed in judgmental
terms. For example, you’ll often see “sexual promiscuity”
listed as a primary symptom.
• The framing of symptoms is usually conveyed through the
lens of heterosexuality and is focused exclusively on cisgendered male assailants harming cisgender women. While
this is the most commonly reported scenario, it is not representative of the whole picture. This framing gives license
to gloss over alternate scenarios, and it fails to account for
underreporting by other groups—including cisgender men!
• Queer communities typically conduct their own research
and address symptoms specific to their circumstances.
• Unfortunately, many queer communities are uncomfortable
addressing sexual trauma publicly because of stereotypes
that sexual trauma causes people to “turn queer.” Likewise,
sexual violence within the community is not well understood
by mainstream media and can easily be dangerously misrepresented.
• Symptoms framing rarely takes into account intersectional
factors in a victim’s life. For example, an immigrant seeking
asylum might be under compounding duress while being
subjected to sexual violations.
• There is no demographic untouched by sexual trauma; we
need more robust ways of examining how all people are
experiencing symptoms.

7
n o r m a l i z at i o n
The final stage of recovery is simply getting on with your life. People

1
EVEN T

do it with varying degrees of effectiveness.

• If a sexual trauma victim and their support network does
nothing, the odds are very high that the individual will be
living in a suppressed state. This can result in an extended
or permanent crisis stage characterized by prolonged erratic,
re-victimizing behavior. Or the opposite can happen; a
compulsion for control can develop that leads to antisocial
behaviors.
• It’s not uncommon to discover that suppressed victims go
on to become assailants, or use power to other abusive
means.
• Others might have an awareness of their symptoms and
engage in disclosure and recourse, but they choose to
minimize the role of sexually traumatic events in their lives.
In some cases, this might be a healthy practice and an
indication of moving on—especially if the violations were
extreme or sustained. In others, it could lead to outcomes
similar to those who suppress.
• Integrating the events into the personality and daily life
with healthy systems for addressing triggers is an optimal
outcome.
• Feeling comfortable engaging in advocacy work is a critical
part of social change, but it isn’t necessarily a healthy thing
for those in recovery. Advocacy work can intensely trigger
trauma symptoms and re-expose people to other aspects
of the cycle. It can also, when uplifting, improve morale and
bolster hope.
• Unfortunately, healing options and recovery resources are
rare so many folks have to engage in advocacy work just to
access them. This must be taken on by some brave individuals
even in suboptimal states of their own recoveries.
• Attempting advocacy work should be done with established
support systems in place—even if victims have to create
those systems themselves.
• Well-educated support networks could take on a much more
significant role in activism to ease the burden on victims.

2
CRISIS

3
D ISCLO SURE

4
R ECO URSE

5
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why are things
this way?
Understanding the Sexual Trauma Cycle makes
it possible to see how hundreds of millions of
people are experiencing a common problem,
but feeling completely alone.

It’s not a situation that naturally fosters a desire
to connect with your own people—yet alone
come together as a whole people against a
global epidemic.

When you’re dealing with your immediate
situation, you’re enmired in all the complexity
that comes with anything related to sex. You’re
grappling with a violation of your body sovereignty. You’re navigating who to trust with
not just any problem, but a sexual problem. If
you take action, your sexuality is involuntarily
becoming part of the public domain. You’ll be
subjected to sexual cultural values and power
dynamics in your community. You’ll lose your
discretion in sharing your sexuality in situations
you deem appropriate or desirable.

Why are sexual violations so profoundly disturbing to basically everyone that we can’t deal
with them?

it's not enough to
scream at the top of
our lungs to stop
hurting us. we want

a fie ld gu id e t o t he n ew no r mal

to help envision and
usher in a world where
all people are taught
about understanding
their bodies, their
genders, their sexual
orientations, and
consent.

If you buy into Darwinism (not everyone does!)
he’d argue that humans have a compulsory
desire to continue our genetic lines. Choosing
a mate with good genes for procreating is an
essential part of optimizing your offspring. Sexual
violations disrupt that choice and are thus a
threat to our survival as a species. Put simply,
sexual trauma offends us at the DNA level.
That might explain things from a heterosexual
framework, but sexual trauma happens to everyone and rates are especially high for queer
people. Unfortunately, due to social prejudice,
not enough research has been done to include
all genders and orientations in a broader scientific analysis of the roots of the problem. However, it’s not hard to see that the origin of the
impulse to sexually harm others comes down
to power. That dominance is used by abusers
to establish controlling interpersonal dynamics.
At scale, people at the top of society use it intentionally as a tactic that reinforces oppressive
hierarchical structures, or they passively leave
the issues unaddressed because they benefit
from the status quo.
Being overpowered and subjected to sexual
trauma forces people to confront helplessness.

27

Add into the mix centuries of sexuality being
defined by our collective prehistoric lizard
brains, feudal power structures, religious
values, the 1960s, and Internet porn. It’s pretty
easy to see how we got here. It’s not as easy
to see how we get out, but we have to start by
believing it can be better.
birdbrain wants to be part of the emerging
movement for Sex Positivity. We don’t live in a
sex positive world yet, but more voices are demanding one. It’s not enough to scream at the
top of our lungs to stop hurting us. We want
to help envision and usher in a world where
all people are taught about understanding
their bodies, their genders, their sexual orientations, and consent. We stand for safe sex.
We believe it should be enjoyable, and that
intimacy should be reciprocal. All people have
the right to enjoy their bodies. All colors and
sizes and ages and abilities are beautiful. And
the millions of us who have struggled because
these truths have been denied to us because
of sexual trauma are inherently sexy. It’s time
to see us that way.

s i tuati on

Humans like to be in control, even though
control is illusory. None of us will cheat death.
Sexual trauma is arguably about as close as
you can come to death; in fact, for a lot of
people it might seem worse. You have to keep
living with the injuries and find a way to make
sense of why it happened. In the absence of
a spiritual or scientific rationale, it can shake
your faith or shatter your knowledge of the
world as you perceive it.
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Well, that was a
lot! It’s time for a
new mood. Let’s
relax.
If I were there, I’d
pour myself a Diet
Coke, break out
my box of colored
pencils, and put
the Beatles song
Twist and Shout
on loud enough
for the neighbors
to dance with us.
You can still shake
it up, baby, now
on your own by
taking a much-deserved coloring
break.
Show me on Insta
when you’re done
and tag birdbrain!

get
support
Let’s spend some time thinking about
how your dream recovery can become
a reality, or how you can become a
better equipped and more supportive
loved one.

Get your pen!
Wear your coziest
sweatshirt? It’s like
a hug!
If you don’t have a
support network yet,
this could feel lonely
or isolating. You’ll
get there!
If you can’t talk about
recovery stuff with
anyone, can you
think about a way to
connect with people
you love about
something that feels
comfortable right
now? Let that be
comforting. There’s
time for it to get
easier.
Ask yourself if you
really believe you can
give or receive the
support you want.
What are some of
your doubts?
What are you going
to have to let go of
to have a new
experience?
OK! Let’s get to
work!

31
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t ip It might be a
good time for a gut
check about your
expectations for
what’s possible.

find your flock
s up p ort
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We’ve reflected on how circumstances have a
major influence on your recovery, and we’ve
identified what sexual trauma victims have
to go through individually and on a broader
level. The next crucial piece is the strength of
your support network. Loved ones reading this
might be nervous about whether they make
the cut, but don’t fixate on it. Both victims and
supportive loved ones can commit to building
trust now, and earn it.

who rejected you tries to connect at a future

This is one of the most delicate aspects of
recovery work. Managing trauma symptoms
and options for recourse is a heavy burden,
but some might say it’s even harder to find the
right way to talk about what’s happened and
address it with the people you love. There’s so
much you want to get right, and so many ways
it can go wrong.

ideal exchange looks like on either side.

The reasons it’s hard are complex.
The absolute worst situation is if your immediate circle was involved in your trauma. The
betrayal is devastating, and you could be in a
position of sustained danger if you stay in relationship with them. Trusting people outside
the circle to step up in your life is so risky and
scary! It’s amazing when they do step
up and become chosen family.
If you turn to someone for help
who isn’t prepared to respond or
chooses not to, it cuts deep. The
rejection builds up your defenses
every time it happens, and that
can build up until you’ve walled
yourself in. When someone

point when they feel better equipped to

help, you might not trust them. The misfires
between you can go on for years.

It’s likely you don’t have the option of being

your best self when you seek support, as you

might be under duress. Even if you’re confiding from a safe and manageable place, you

still might not have a strong sense of what an

The person you’re confiding in might be hid-

ing their own sexual traumas. You’ve just triggered them, and they can’t engage with you.
You might be called upon to play the sup-

porting role in an adjacent stressful situation,
and strain important connections with others

because you’re unable to do so. For example,
maybe a family member has a health condi-

tion and relies on you as a caretaker. If you’re

not feeling well enough to show up for them,
they could suffer.

It’s awful that people who have been sexually

violated have so few resources and outlets for
what they’re going through. The people who

love us have even fewer resources available to
them for navigating their distinct experiences
while supporting us! We shouldn’t have to

make those resources ourselves, but some of
us will have to.

So, how do we set some standards for better
support?

33
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if you turn
to someone for
help who isn’t
p r e pa r e d t o
respond or
chooses not to,
it cuts deep.

s up p ort
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ring
theory

When you apply Ring Theory to sexual trauma,
it looks something like this. The gist is that the
need for support flows outward, like a ripple
when you toss a rock into water. Providing
support should flow inward.

The short answer is
that we have to be
self-aware, and know
how to set boundaries.
If this isn’t a strong
area for you, I recommend the work of
Nedra Tawwab. Her
book Set Boundaries,
Find Peace could help.
I know what it feels
like to fail utterly and
miserably at this. In
fact, I lost one of my
very best friends because of it. When she
was nearly assaulted
by a cab driver and
turned to me for support because she knew
I had been through it,
I was not yet healing
or emotionally mature
enough to accurately
see the broader
dynamics of our relationship and provide
what she needed. I
said some things I

It’s a brutal lesson, but
my mistakes helped
me see the flip side of
my own experience.
If I wanted her to understand and forgive
me, I had to be able
to offer that to others.
This is one of the many
sources of pain that
led me to be accountable for myself, and
to take action through
birdbrain even though
I am imperfect.
If you find yourself in
this spot, do what I
didn’t. Say how much
you love your person,
and say that you will
be part of their recovery as soon as you
are healthy enough to
participate. If you can
muster it, offer to help
get them to RAINN
(Rape, Abuse & Incest
National Network) or
encourage them to
identify a safe person
to confide in using the
tools we outlined in
The Situation.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

On a broader social scale, it isn’t ideal for rape
victims to be the ones educating their support
networks about the issue. That scenario will be
fairly unavoidable until we build out a stronger
foundation of knowledge, research, and
community, but we should still try to reduce
harm as we build it. If you’re a loved one trying
to provide support, do everything you can to
get educated on your own or with others in
your position. You are also experiencing trauma
from an adjacent position; seek out or start
support groups that can be an outlet for you.
Not only will this help you, it will ease pressure
so you can show up appropriately for the person
in the center of the circle.

How do we deal with
that?

really regret, and I
miss her constantly.
In fact, if she were to
read the Field Guide
she might think: What
qualifies Maegan to
help anyone else with
this?

bi rd bra i n

For example, a rape victim should ideally not
be the one a sex partner is relying on to work
through concerns about decreased intimacy.
It would be better to first talk troubling or frustrating feelings through with a friend or health
practitioner to ensure that when a change is
needed it is addressed with empathy and love.

Hundreds of millions
of people have experienced sexual trauma,
so the odds are high
that the folks in the
outer layers of the ring
might also be at the
center of their own.

s up p ort

For our support networks to thrive, it’s important
that everyone understands their role. Psychologist Susan Silk and her friend Barry Goldman
created a very simple mechanism for helping
manage the flow of emotional support in
traumatic situations. It’s known as Ring Theory.
You can search for their original opinion piece
in the Los Angeles Times.
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t ip People show their love
in unique ways. If you expect
someone to love you the same
way you love them, you might
be missing out on recognizing
important support that’s being
made available to you. To expand your ability to recognize
love when it’s being offered,
it could help to learn about a
popular theory known as The 5
Love Languages. The five languages are: words of affirmation, acts of service, receiving
gifts, quality time, and physical
touch. Think about which people in your support network are
offering love and savor it. Visit
www.5lovelanguages.com.
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D I D YO U TA K E A N Y S P E CIFIC ACTIONS TO SUPPORT YOUR LOVED ONE?
WERE THEY EFFECTIVE?
W E R E T H E Y A P P R E C I AT E D ?

hugs
Good job! Relationships
get us through tough times,
but they’re also sources of
love and fun. Take some
time to show your gratitude
to the people you’ve
thought about in this
section. If you’re not sure
what to say, birdbrain has
empathy cards available
on our website that include
heartfelt, appropriate words
of encouragement.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

USING RING THE
O R Y, W H O
WOULD IT MAKE
SENSE TO
S TA R T L E A N I N G
ON TO MEET
YOUR NEEDS? W
HO CAN YOU
MAKE THINGS E
ASIER FOR?

tip Therapy is usually
expensive, but there
are options and workarounds.

seek
treatment
Everyone says you need to get psychological
treatment. Let’s break down what that entails,
how effective it is, and how you and your
support network can plan to make the
experience rewarding.

Look into group therapy
because the costs can
be split up among
participants.
Online therapy is
significantly cheaper.
Try Talk Space, Better
Help or 7cups.
There might be local
community organizations that will cover
the costs. For example,
LGBT centers often offer
free or reduced therapy.
Or the YMCA.
Community organizations like churches or
nonprofits might offer
support groups.
Research leading
therapists and read
their books or listen
to their podcasts.
While therapy tools
aren’t always specifically
geared toward sexual
trauma, you can still
benefit from accessing
general tools—especially
if you’re in crisis. Just
get to who you can and
incorporate what you
learn into your
treatment portfolio.
Yes, think of all the
things you’re doing
as a portfolio.
Don’t give up on yourself. When something
doesn’t work, try one
more time when you’re
ready.
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Try negotiating with
a therapist you’ve
researched and want
to see. Explaining your
situation might result
in a reduced rate or
customized schedule.
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is this going
to work?
The most common recovery recommendation
given to people impacted by sexual trauma is
to seek treatment. What will that experience be
like? Will it be effective? How long will it last? Is
it expensive? These are just some of the things
you and your support network need to know.

The experience of finding the right approaches
can be pretty frustrating, but it’s also usually
characterized by bursts of progress. If you and
your support network can learn to celebrate
small victories as a squad, it can be easier to
continue on to the next one.

The answers, of course, are varied.

You’ll want to brace yourselves for the long
haul. Some people might effectively minimize
the impact of sexual trauma in their lives within
months or years. Others will always manage
sexual trauma symptoms. Likewise, recovering
from sexual trauma in your own life does not
mean you will no longer be aware of and
exposed to the broader issue. Answering the
call to activism has the potential to reopen
wounds—but so can ignoring it. The best bet is
to normalize talking about recovery and commit
to addressing things as they come up for as
long as it takes.

bi rd bra i n

There are treatments like talk therapy that are
considered to be traditional and treatments that
are considered to be emerging or experimental
like taking the psychedelic drug ayahuasca.
There are simple tactics like pounding, where
you whack your bed with a tennis racquet to

the experience
of finding the right
approaches can be pretty
f r u s t r a t i n g , b u t i t ’s a l s o

a fie ld gu id e t o t he n ew no r mal

u s u a l ly c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y
bursts of progress.
release anger. Taking action to address the
global epidemic could also make you feel
stronger. People often have to try a mix of
approaches to find the right personal solution.

Considering all this, treatment is a serious
investment—and not just financially. Beyond the
pricey therapy bills, you also have to be willing
to do the work. Sometimes that might feel like
a miserable part-time job, but it doesn’t have to
be that way. If you show up with a sense of possibility, you’ll be moving closer to your vision
of a full recovery. Making that steady progress
toward where you want to be can evoke pride
and spark imagination.
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When you do go to see a therapist, here are
some of the things you might want to consider
and research as you go into your appointments.
• The psychology field has only begun focusing on the impacts of trauma in recent years,
including sexual trauma. The most information about it available focuses on combat
veterans, although the body of thinking and
research is expanding rapidly.

• If you previously sought therapy at a time
when advanced sexual trauma specialization
was uncommon and had a disappointing experience, it could be useful to give it another
chance in today’s environment.
• There are different types of practitioners and
they have different credentials. Research this
and determine if you’d be more comfortable
with someone who is licensed, or someone

DEFINITIONS
There are two very common trauma symptoms you’ll want to research
and understand. Talk to your therapist about these symptoms.

Dissociation

Hypervigilance

Disconnection and lack of continuity between thoughts, memories, surroundings,
actions, and identity.

A state of increased alertness in which you
experience an exaggerated fear of danger.

It can include memory loss, feeling disconnected from the body or the world around
you, confusion about your identity, loss of
feelings or control of the body.

You feel a constant intensity and obsession with your surroundings, looking for
threats. It leaves you completely exhausted,
disrupts your relationships, and renders it
difficult to perform daily life.

who attended a respected medical school,
or someone who shares your demographic
attributes.

• Try to set some achievable goals for your
time in therapy. Write them down and share
them with your therapist. Check in on them
once a month to see if you’re making progress. If you don’t have the wherewithal to
take initiative, just focus on showing up. Tell
your therapist you want to work up to goals
and ask them to help set them.

• See if you can take a PTSD assessment test.
They will likely also give you an assessment

• Loved ones in therapy should consider the
impact of adjacent trauma on their own
lives. Even though it didn’t happen directly
to you, your experience is valid and requires
processing.

a fi e ld gu ide to t he ne w n or ma l

• If you feel something is off, honor that. It’s
common for treatments to be rooted in toxic
things like racism, sexism, anti-queerness,
and other forms of discrimination. Scour the
Internet and ask for referrals until you find
the person who will honor the whole you,
and who will not pretend harsh realities
aren’t part of your recovery equation.

• Think independently and with your therapist
about whether anyone in your support
network should be incorporated into your
treatment plan, including sex partners or
other loved ones. Ask about how you can
avoid secondary wounding, which is the term
for when a situation or someone triggers you.

bi rd bra i n

• Ask your practitioner questions about sexual
trauma specifically, and ask about their
treatment approaches. Ask about common
symptoms. Ask them what a full recovery
looks like. Evaluate if you like their answers
and if the responses jive with your independent research.

• If you are in crisis or experiencing suicidal
ideation or self-harm, try to be transparent.
Most practitioners are trained in recognizing
signs of danger, but patients can also be
pretty skilled at faking feeling fine. If you
don’t tell them, they can’t help. It’s perfectly
normal if you’re worried that disclosure
could result in serious disruption like hospitalization, income loss, or endangering your
dependents. Ask in your early sessions how
your therapist would address such a situation so you aren’t doing guesswork. Then
you’ll know what will happen if you have to
disclose. One thing you could try is making a
plan with your therapist and support network
while you’re feeling well so they will know
exactly what to do if you are dangerously
unwell. Dig deep when you consider whether
you might really need intervention.
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• Don’t exhaust yourself trying to cover
everything in the first session. Focus on
what’s happening right now, and provide
relevant details from the past as needed. It’s
more important to feel out the therapist and
your connection than it is to share your entire
traumatic history. If it’s not a good connection,
you don’t want to waste your energy!

for depression or other mental health conditions. If you don’t understand these tests and
what they measure, do independent research
and ask your therapist to explain them. You’ll
probably take these tests multiple times; they
serve as a check-in for that day’s session and
monitor progress over time.

treatm ent
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Journal
Take a moment to
write down all the
ve
treatments you ha ,
d
researched and trie
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along with a coup
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e
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s
looking for option
check out these.
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PSYCHADELIC

folio options

This can include
talk therapy
and medication.
Many types of
practitioners offer
talk therapy, and
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
(CBT) is the most
common. Only a
psychiatrist can
prescribe and
manage
medications.

DIALECT
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(DBT)
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T SEL
F

Conducted by a
psychotherapist, this
technique is based on
the idea that revisiting
traumatizing events
is easier when your
attention is diverted. The
therapist directs your
eye movements while
you reflect on memories;
if done consistently over
time the impact of the
memories on you might
be lessened.

This specific
type
of talk therap
y can
help people
who
experience
sudden
bursts of ov
erwhelming emotion.
The
four compo
nents
are: mindful
ness,
distress tole
rance,
emotion regu
lation,
and interper
sonal
effectivenes
s.

This is a form of energy
work that clears the
body of blockages. It’s
great for everyone—and
especially great for
people who love to bust
out their crystals and talk
about chakras.

BOOS

EYE MOVEMENT
D E S E N S I T I Z AT I O N
AND REPROCESSING
(EMDR)

I

MAGE
M a ke y o
urself fe
el
awesom
e, or ev
e n s ex y
if you’re
up for it
. Wear
your fav
orite clo
thes,
pose fo
r photo
s, throw
dance p
arties in
your
living ro
om, try
art
therapy
. Appre
ciate the
beauty
and joy
aro
you! Yo
u’ve earn und
ed
these g
ood mo
ments.

ANGER
MANAGEMENT

There’s an Adam
Sandler movie about
this that should cover it!

RESTORING
CONTROL

On your own, you
can heal by creating
safe opportunities
to
exercise control in
your
daily life. Picking yo
ur
clothes, choosing a
movie to watch, ma
king
a schedule. Be sure
to
control small thing
s—not
other people. Watch
out
for taking it too far
and
resulting in obsessiv
e or
disordered behavio
rs,
like eating disorders
.

ACTIVISM

Pursuing social change can
be an incredibly powerful
part of recovery.

MARTIAL ARTS

Some people feel
empowered when
they have training in
self-defense.

KINK

Some people report
incredible healings from
experimenting with
sexual power dynamics,
but there are also tragic
stories of people being
severely retraumatized.
Be sure to research
establishing healthy
boundaries and what
constitutes abuse. It
would be a good idea to
consult with a sex-positive therapist regularly
as you practice safe
kinky sex.

SEXUAL
EXPLORA

TION

Enjoy yourse
lf solo and
feel in comm
and of your
own pleasure
. Light
some roman
tic candles.
Read or writ
e erotica. Tr
y
watching et
hically-made
porn. Find a
safe and
respectful pa
rtner to join
you! This ca
n range from
learning to en
joy light
physical touc
h to trying
something ad
venturous.
The Sexual H
ealing
Journey by W
endy
Maltz offers
detailed
instructions
on how to
enjoy health
y touch. Or
visit her web
site
www.health
ysex.com.
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TRADITIONAL
THERAPY

S

Although these dru
gs
are generally illega
l,
they’re increasingly
being
approved for medic
al
use to treat trauma.
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Like we said,
treatment can feel
like a part-time
job. So let’s color!
If you need a little
extra relaxation,
I suggest adding
some additional
stimulation. When
I’m crafting, I like
to watch detective
shows that I’ve
seen 100 times.
My favorite is
the modern-day
twist on Sherlock
Holmes, called
Elementary. If you
don’t want to have
to look up at a
screen, podcasts
and audiobooks
are also great.
What’s your go to?
Show me on Insta
when you’re done
and tag birdbrain!

Journal

We each have a life story that we
build around the significant moments,
people, and events that shape us. The
tangibles—those moments, people and
events—are exactly that. The meaning
we ascribe to them, the way we plot
out when a chapter ends, and the way
we mature as the central character are
much more malleable than we might
realize. Part of a full recovery is
recognizing that you’re in a position
to author new versions of your story.
Don’t like a character? Send them
over a cliff !
Don’t like the ending? Add a sequel!

our
change y
u want to
the
d
n
t ip If yo
e
m
om
ighly rec
th by
story, I h
e The Tru
rv
se
e
D
u
o
Y
k
o
o
b
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liams Sim
Erica Wil
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our
stories

Is your story
serving you? A
re you
a character in
your
loved one’s sto
ry
searching for
a heroic
or redemptive
arc? Get
super comforta
ble and
free write it
in your
journal for as
long
as it takes to g
et it all
out. Sigh, cry,
order
a pizza, smirk
, smile.
Don’t edit your
self as
you go. Just em
ote!
You can read it
more
objectively l
ater.
When you’re d
one,
consider sharin
g
your story wit
h a few
trusted friend
s. It might
feel good to b
e seen.
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My story is shaping up to be a
trilogy. In my Zombie Phase and
my Treatment Phase I wasn’t really
acting like the heroine. In my
birdbrain Phase, I’m feeling ready
for a climactic resolution. I want
you here for it! I’ll be Thelma and
you be Louise. Let me tell you
what happened after I crashed
and burned.
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y o u ’d
have
to be
crazy
to do
this
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I

was a child when I first experienced
sexual trauma. More specifically, an
adolescent. Definitions of statutory rape
vary depending on where you live, and
in California if I’d been comfortable
seeking legal recourse I would have met
the criteria. There were a number of reasons I
didn’t feel comfortable.
Foremost, I was confused and unaware that I
was experiencing trauma symptoms. I had a
hard time understanding why a popular guy
who’d been super active in my high school and
respected by all the teachers could have done
something awful to me. I knew it was definitely
awful because when he was done he stood up
and said: I could get in so much trouble for this.
Having never even held someone’s hand at the
time it happened, I spent weeks in shock simply
working my way through things going from 0 to
100mph all at once.

There were also more immediate, practical
concerns to address. I wasn’t getting my
period, which wasn’t entirely unusual. I was a
pretty hardcore athlete, and even though I was
only old enough to have just gotten my driver’s
license I was eight years into a 10-year battle
with bulimia. Both of those factors can impact
a menstrual cycle. I was starting to panic; like
most young people I’d been ingrained with the
idea that teenage pregnancy was unacceptable
and if I was going to have to navigate that I’d
surely have to explain my immaculate conception. I told my best friend from my club volleyball team what happened a couple of months
after the incident; I’m pretty sure I picked her
because I knew she cared, but she went to a
different school and wasn’t a part of my immediate circle. That felt like a safe way to test the
waters. Plus, she was already sexually active
with a guy in his 20s so she had some expertise.
It was the first of countless times I would share
what happened, then someone would squirm,
say they were sorry, and change the subject.
Since she wasn’t going to be of much help, I
decided to tell my cousin that I’d had sex on
purpose. I needed an ally in case the pregnancy
test I stole at Ralph’s grocery store turned out
to be positive. I wound up catching a break;
the test was negative. It would be years before
I later told my cousin the truth. I consciously
chose to lie because I knew she’d be more likely than my volleyball pal to get adults involved
and do something about it, which I wasn’t
prepared to handle. This was in part because
of the usual things that characterized puberty
and the shortcomings of 1990s sex education.
It was also because even though I could still go
to school and practice, do my homework, show
up for my shifts at Baskin Robbins, interact
with my family, and hang out with my friends,
I was experiencing what is best described as a
personality fissure.
When I was raped, I felt my essence come loose
and start to pull apart from my body like tearing
a grilled cheese sandwich in half. While parts of
me were still in both of the separated sections,
the gooey one with my mind in it began to float
up towards the ceiling and sort of situated itself
in a corner of the room. It felt like I only looked

down once or twice, because I can remember
flashes of what was happening. However, my
mind protected me from having to see it all,
and it’s still not something I could fully walk
you through even though I’ve done numerous

It worked pretty well until it didn’t.
I don’t remember how exactly I knew to be
terrified of being raped again at college; it was
just something you learned through backchannels. Maybe there was a Lifetime after school
special or an article in YM magazine. My
primary strategy for getting through it
was to have a boyfriend. I don’t know
why this seemed like it would protect me from further sexual harm,
but that was my 18-year-old
logic. We were great friends,
and he was a wonderful guy.
Privately, I hated sex and was
beginning to develop some
strong political opinions
about my experience in a
course I was taking on
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The half grilled cheese feeling didn’t go away
for a couple decades. It was worse in the early
years; a lot of my memories of junior and
senior year and continuing through college are
out-of-body experiences. If I think of myself
driving on a road trip singing a favorite song
at the top of my lungs, I recall it from the passenger seat watching myself and joining
in, providing a harmony only I could hear. I
told a few more people along the way, and
they all squirmed, said they were sorry, and
changed the subject. I understood tacitly
that no one wanted to hear about this. In
fact, the only person who really confirmed
for me and validated my experience was
someone I’d never met. The actress
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advanced therapy techniques. Frankly, it’s not
something I want to recall. But if I’d sought
legal recourse I would definitely have been
considered a faulty witness whose story had
gaps in it. Or not. In retrospect, there may have
been some super progressive investigators or
attorneys who could have provided me with
an effective experience. At the time, taking
that kind of chance was so wildly intimidating
it wasn’t a real option. Understanding policing
and judicial systems now as an adult, I empathize with my teenage rationale and recognize
that a white suburban girl like me could evade
them. My resistance reflected a nascent awareness that those weren’t entirely safe environments, and eventually those instincts bound
me with other folks working to reform or work
around those systems.

I began living around my trauma symptoms.
My body would wake up in bed and my soul
would yawn and stretch from its perch on
the ceiling, narrating the day’s events in my
mind. This wasn’t all that odd to me because
I was an avid fiction reader and I dreamed of
writing a novel someday. I would hop into a
Maegan-shaped jumpsuit and go about my
day focused on doing things that seemed
normal while bits of my dissociated soul would
hover over me like a rain cloud, ensuring that
I never quite trusted anyone or any situation
enough to be harmed again. I studied people I
perceived to be normal and emulated them.

s tory

i felt my essence
come loose and
start to pull apart
from my body.

Gabrielle Union had been public about being
raped while working at a Payless shoe store,
and I thought she was about the bravest
person who ever lived.
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race, class, and gender. I remember thinking
to myself at one point during our nearly
five years of dating that if I could just
stomach having sex a couple times
a week, everything would be fine. I
wanted that relationship to be a sort
of cover so that I could disappear
and never be considered a sexual
being by anyone, and never have
to talk about what happened.
Confusingly, I was also experiencing my first real adult attractions
and suppressing them. I would
see men and women who really
turned me on or interested me,
and I would become overwrought
with fear or guilt. I suppressed
that too. I focused instead on where I was
thriving at the school newspaper. With no real
functional or positive understanding of how
rewarding a sexual relationship could be, and
having had no support or treatment whatsoever for years, I was developing a very stunted and
disturbing view of human sexuality. I hoped no
one noticed, especially my boyfriend. He only
said something once, when he was on top of
me: I can’t do this. You look like you’re dead.
It was an apt observation. I felt like I was partly
dead. That’s why I told you earlier I think of
this time in my life as the Zombie Phase. Good
things happened, friendships blossomed, my
future career path in politics and media was
coming alive. My parents and I were BFFs; I
never missed one of the football games my
dad coached on weekends in San Diego. But
there were rips in the Maegan-shaped jumpsuit, and by the time I left for grad school and
my first job as a newspaper reporter in Chicago
my disguise was starting to come apart.

Another few years passed before I felt so
exposed that I finally blurted things out to my
mother over a deep-dish pizza at Lou Malnati’s.
I can’t imagine what it’s like as a parent to
learn something terrible has happened to your
child, especially when you had no opportunity
to intervene or address the situation. That’s her
story. One of the hardest parts of taking action
through advocacy work is wanting to get real
with your community while also wanting to
protect the privacy of your loved ones. It’s a
major reason why people are too scared to
speak out. Dianna’s actions speak loudly in her
commitment to birdbrain; she’s sewn all our
clothing samples, paid our rent at the community
showroom in Palm Springs, and believed that
my vision for myself, for you, and for a sexually
healthy world are worth her efforts.
With my mom’s support, I entered what I think
of as my Treatment Phase. The difference
between this phase and the Zombie one was
that I had developed as an adult to the point
that I felt aware I was having a long-term
problem and desired to stop it because it was
impacting my career. Note that I didn’t enter
therapy because I wanted to practice self-care
or heal or be in a sexually healthy relationship.
If I wanted any of those things, I would have
had to be willing to revisit the trauma and all
the uncomfortable feelings it brought up. No,
I wanted to protect my work. It was the only
thing I loved about myself.
In a way, it was something that evolved from
being a rape victim. I had this deep and passionate sense of empathy for anyone who was
being hurt. This empathy didn’t apply to me.
I felt that what happened to me was the kind
of thing that makes people squirm, say they’re
sorry, and change the subject.

Basically I was a giant wound. My minimized
trauma was wreaking havoc on my daily life,
and I was not in command of my own faculties
or actions. It just looked like I was fine on the
outside because I was what a large portion of
American society deems successful.

it would be great if
recovering from rape
co u l d f i t t h at n eat ly
into our schedules.
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It would be great if recovering from rape
could fit that neatly into our schedules. I had
something like three personal days. It would
have been more advantageous to be hit by a
bus during one of the man-on-the-street interviews I was often assigned to perform during
rush hour on Michigan Ave. If I’d broken every
bone in my body while on the job, I might
have been proactively encouraged to openly
manage my health while preserving my promising career.
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Still my company did allow me to see Mindy,
my very first therapist, on Friday mornings. It’s
tough being a boss addressing mental health
conditions, especially in giant corporations like
the one that employed me. I assumed they figured I was having a standard quarter life crisis;
I’d written as much in one of my newspaper
columns. In 2004, I wasn’t a Xennial yet. Just a
first wave Millennial struggling against the old
guard, paving the way for blogs and Twitter
to uproot the media business. Maybe they
knew there was something more going on
with me. Months after the bathroom incident,
my boss and her boss did come racing down
Lake Shore Drive to pick me up from a gas
station, where I was sobbing and hiding from
a car that had followed me for blocks while
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At 24, I had a big job in the country’s third-biggest market. Being single and uninterested in
kids was considered ambition, not a dysfunctional outgrowth of being older, damaged
goods. That was something to look forward to
10 years or so later. Young me was on a roll. I
was interviewing then-Senator Barack Obama.
The very first season of The Apprentice was on
NBC, and Donald Trump regularly called the
newsroom to do interviews that might bolster
ratings. I had no idea that I was in a front-row
seat observing the nation’s future unfold before my eyes. Admittedly, this was all exciting,

but the reality was that I was spending a good
part of my afternoons alternating between my
office’s 4th-floor stairwell and the bathroom
so I could cry. I remember one day when I
emerged from the stall pink-faced to wash my
hands, I encountered my boss alongside me at
the sink. She met my gaze in the mirror, raised
an eyebrow, and in her scary, Reese Witherspoon voice said: Use a personal day. That’s
what they’re for.
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If it had warranted more concern or further
action, someone would have done something
when I told them. I reasoned that there must
be much worse things that deserved attention.
I wanted to show up for every living injured
person I could support, and I brought the
full force of my ability to the undertaking.
I was displaying an intuitive understanding
of politics and power. I had a natural instinct
for the news business. When I was in the zone
professionally I was the opposite of helpless.
I felt strong, motivated, and dedicated.
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so many people
have called

me crazy or

intense or too

m u c h o r o v e r ly
emotional, but
i must confess
i’m rather

proud if i’m the

birdbrained one.

its occupants cat called me. When I phoned
the office in a panic, I blurted out that I was a
rape victim and I couldn’t take it if something
happened to me again. I was grateful to them
for showing up, even though we subsequently
never mentioned it.

In my work as an activist, I’ve come to understand that the mental health field has only recently evolved to sufficiently address traumatic
events. That’s probably why it was in my mid
30s working with veterans groups and prison
reformers that I actually started picking up on
knowledge that was relevant to me. Apparently, the half grilled cheese feeling had a name.
The technical term was dissociation, and it’s a
super common trauma symptom. There was
another term called hypervigilance that resonated with me. Countless people had told me
throughout my life that I seemed like someone
who can never relax, and I finally knew why
they were right. If Mindy or any of her successors had explained those two things to me, I
might not have felt like such a freak for so long.

It was exhilarating to learn I was normal and
not crazy. I’d definitely internalized the idea
that I was a hysterical person, and that this
was an especially bad thing to be. Even worse
if you’re a woman or gender-nonconforming
person. Frankly, I’ve never understood why
anyone doesn’t see hysteria as a rational
response to an egregious violation of one’s
humanity. It’s got to be a much worse mental
health condition to be impervious to suffering.
I’m pretty sure that’s sociopathy. So many
people have called me crazy or intense or too
much or overly emotional, but I must confess
I’m rather proud if I’m the birdbrained one.
This isn’t to say therapy wasn’t valuable. It
was, and I believe all people would benefit
from therapy in general, including non-crisis
situations. Sexual trauma doesn’t happen in
isolation. It transpires in conjunction with all
the other circumstances like the ones you’ve
been journaling about as you complete the
Field Guide. Therapy has equipped me with increased maturity, coping mechanisms, and the
ability to create boundaries. I benefit from the
routine and having a dedicated listener who
is thinking about my highest good. It’s eased
the burden on my support network. I’d love for
part of our sexually healthy future to include
more inclusive therapists who can embrace a
worldly realism for patients who are not just
hoping to lead functional personal lives but
who also want to transform abusive global
structures. As the field diversifies and continues to better
reflect social change values,
I believe therapy will yield
more rewarding outcomes.
Back during my conversations with Mindy and
in empty Jaeger
bomb glasses
at 5am
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The meetings with Mindy at the beginning of
my Treatment Phase were the start of a long,
conflicted relationship with sexual trauma
therapy. On the one hand, I could argue that
therapy saved my life. On the other hand, I
could argue that therapy completely failed to
address the sexual trauma that was disrupting
my life. It still blows my mind that in my 20s
and 30s I saw multiple therapists for years who
were informed that I was a rape victim and
never discussed it during our appointments. I
understand that there are various approaches
to psychotherapy and not all professionals
specialize in sexual trauma. Sometimes you
have to shop around to find the right fit, on
top of which you have to factor in availability,
costs and insurance coverage. It’s not an exact
science or a guarantee that you’ll get what you
need. It sure does trouble me, though, when I
consider how often I see resources for sexual
trauma victims where the only real actionable
suggestion offered is that they seek therapy.

It’s one of the things I find most difficult to not
be bitter about.
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when the Chicago bars closed, I could feel
how truly unstable and in danger I was entering my Treatment Phase. Unfortunately,
sometimes things get worse before they get
better. I hated to feel I couldn’t hold on to my
career, or the enterprising sports journalist I’d
met whose love made me want desperately
to overcome my sexual dysfunction. But the
trips to the 4th-floor stairwell were becoming
more frequent, and soon every day consisted
of suicidal ideation. When I announced to my
colleagues that I was moving back to California, I smiled and said I missed the weather.
Disclosing the real reason was inconceivable.
It’s interesting how notions around appropriate professional topics can yield the opposite
of increased professionalism. I didn’t
want to quit my
job; I just didn’t
know how to do

it while I got better. Somehow conversations
about sexual trauma in the workplace only
seem to focus on things a company could be
held liable for, like an incident between two
employees. I often think about how many
millions of careers are encumbered by sexual
traumas that happen outside of work, and how
much productivity and innovation is lost. En
masse, employment opportunities have yet to
align with the lived experiences of talented
employees participating in personal and social
transformation. I had no way of knowing that
eventually I’d bounce back, and that one day
my face would be broadcast on the side of a
skyscraper in Manhattan arguing my beliefs on
cable news. I was only concerned with not dying
as I waved goodbye to my job, which was the
thing that made me most proud of myself.
Sadly, it wasn’t the only time I would put my
career on hold or zig-zag to deal with sexual
trauma.
While the Treatment Phase began with the
best of intentions, I still didn’t really understand that I was going to have to value myself
enough in order to get better. If I valued myself and trusted that I was safe and protected,
I could be injured again. It was much simpler, I
thought then, to keep my expectations at zero.
My motivation to stay alive was exclusively to
be of service to other people, and to save the
big bad world. The depersonalization of that
attitude removed me from my peers in unfortunate and unhelpful ways; I wanted
to connect as an ally but showing up
with unexamined personal trauma
manifested more as participating
from a privileged position. I should
not have been saving anyone but
myself, and that work was long
overdue. My own existence
was so fraught I was unconcerned with whether it
continued happily or not.
I didn’t prioritize working
toward building any sort of
long-term foundation in life
because I couldn’t imagine

a future. I’d lived my entire adult life in a
hypervigilant, dissociative state and I sincerely
believed that I would probably die young.
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My sexual fluidity was something I’d suppressed along with being raped. Like so many
bisexual people, my same-gender attractions
and encounters weren’t something I considered to be a viable relationship option.
Concepts of my own gender were binary.
Cultural messages indicated to me that we
were all cisgendered and queer attraction was
experimentation, a passing phase, something
to perform for the enjoyment of straight men.
I also questioned myself, wondering if the
pull towards femmes was a reflection that I
was afraid of men after having been raped
by one. These are hard questions to navigate,
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Developing a personal life is pretty challenging when you feel that way. My peers were
starting to get married, have kids, buy properties. While that’s not the only way to live, it was
a fairly ubiquitous reminder of what society
expected of my full recovery. Those or other
kinds of responsibilities seemed completely
unmanageable to me. In the relationships I’d
had, the need to live in the same household
and be constantly open to sexual activity was
a relentless source of anxiety. The thought
that I might bring a child into the world who
could be sexually traumatized elicits to this day
the most stultifying of emotions. Considering

Trauma wasn’t the only thing in my life not
being addressed in therapy. My idea of a full
recovery at the time centered around being
able to be in a romantic relationship with a
man. The notion probably came from all the
places that bombard us with the concept of
self-realization through perfect, heterosexual
coupledom. Being picked by a male non-rapist
who viewed me as more than a sex object
would have been the ultimate measure of
healing to me. What a high standard! There
were a few problems with this beyond the obvious ones. Most notably that I’m not straight.
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I didn’t know how exactly. Suicide was certainly
a possibility; however, I’ve always managed
that impulse pretty well by making sure I had
something to look forward to. Taking care of
my cat, friends to see, books to read, a long
drive, curating the perfect karaoke set. It’s hard
to explain, but despite trauma symptoms and
bouts of depression, I enjoy everything I love
immensely in the moment. I laugh a lot and I
mean it; I have a saucy sense of humor. My dad
is a football coach, so I’m insanely competitive
and I get a huge rush from a great game. I’ve
picked the most interesting friends, and their
passions are so wonderfully educational. I
savor things, especially getting dressed in
the exact right outfit in the morning—and the
five times I change my clothes throughout the
day. I’m an only child, so my imagination is a
whimsical place of respite. I am still this way,
and I know that no matter what comes in life I
will always amuse myself and see beauty in the
situation. My fear of imminent death manifested more as a sense that I would be so anxious I
would get into an accident, or that my physical
health would deteriorate from stress and result
in a terminal illness. In darker moments, I felt
as though my stress might cause me to simply
evaporate and not exist anymore. The part of
my soul that lived on the ceiling thought that
sounded so peaceful, and she longed for it.

not being solely in control of
my body and being prodded
by doctors sends shivers up my
spine. Since the birdbrain Phase of
my life began, these things seem
far less terrifying. I just don’t
have as much time, biologically
speaking, to explore them the
way I might have as a younger
person. I’m curious about
whether I would have wanted to
pursue them, as I’m usually drawn
to nonconventional life paths and
relationship structures. This is one
of the things that angers me about all
the years I spent working with therapists who
didn’t directly address sexual trauma. I do feel
lucky, though, that there is still plenty of time
to make intentional personal choices, not react
by avoiding intimacy out of fear.
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and there aren’t many outlets for exploring
them. In my birdbrain Phase, I learned that
nearly 75% of bisexual people have been
raped, with the perpetrators being both same
and opposite orientations. I’ve experienced
queer sexual trauma, but was unable to name
it because it was so ingrained in me that only
cisgender men can be perpetrators, and that
assault can only consist of penetration. LGBT
community centers do attempt to accommodate all queers in sexual trauma programs,
but it’s very rare to find a dedicated program
designed specifically for Bi+ people. We’re a
demographic in dire need of solutions. I don’t
personally have them, but I know showing up
as my full self is the only way to move forward.
I’m so happy to be out. In part it’s due to
lacking representation, but the absence of a
universally prescribed way of loving and living
allows queer people to imagine relationships
with both functionality and joy. Even though
the broader world doesn’t yet incorporate us
with the straights as part of a continuum, in the
emerging sex positive movement we have a
chance to embrace each other. I believe this
will make people of all genders and orientations stronger, and it will ultimately allow
sexual trauma recovery visions to take unique

I smiled then for
the cameras and kept
smiling for another
two years before I
crashed harder than
I did in chicago.

shapes. Mine might look like a hummingbird,
soaring toward the skyline to Dolly Parton and
doing just fine.
I entered therapy with Mindy because I was
upset that trauma symptoms were disrupting
my career. After ceding my big job, I entered
therapy with Svetlana because I was upset
that trauma symptoms were preventing me
and the Chicago sports journalist I’d left
behind from having a romantic relationship.
I know it’s distracting from the drama of this
moment in the story, but I have to share that
Svetlana always dressed in beige suits that she
paired with outrageous 5-inch red heels. My
then-roommate used to tease me that Svetlana
was undoubtedly wearing sexpot underwear
and during our appointments, I would almost
burst out giggling thinking about it. Now that
I’ve set the scene, we can continue.
My desire to stop the trauma symptoms for
love was no more effective than trying to stop
them for my career. I was sidestepping. I still
tried valiantly, though. If you think you’ve filled
your Field Guide journal with intense notes,
you should see my journals from circa 2003 to
2010 when this guy was a central part of my
life. The difference with him and everyone else
I’d dated was that he really knew trauma, and
this quality allowed me to feel seen for the
first time. He never told me I was too much or
that I was crazy; he squeezed my hand when
I got flustered. His mother had attempted
suicide on multiple occasions, and his own
mood swings were indicative of bipolar. His
therapists loved that his dream girl was me, a
suicidal rape victim who triggered all his deepest fears. We were a recipe for disaster, but our
connection was exhilarating to both of us. He
was quite attractive with his well-toned soccer
legs and piercing nearly black eyes. The first
time we had sex he bored into me with those
eyes and said: You’re perfect.
You’re just right. You can’t
stand to hear that, can
you? He debated
everything I wrote

I smiled then for the cameras and kept smiling
for another two years before I crashed harder
than I did in Chicago. This time I didn’t hold it
in for so long. When I told the sports journalist
what happened, he couldn’t handle it. Shortly
thereafter, he decided to marry someone
else. I told my friends and fellow journalists
Megan Carpentier and Howard Kurtz about
what happened. I was contemplating coming
forward in the media right around when
former managing director of the International
Monetary Fund Dominique Strauss-Kahn had
been accused of raping a maid at the Sofitel
Hotel. I was so sick of seeing sexual trauma in
the headlines. There I was voicing my
analysis of every social problem
but the one that was impacting
me directly. I wrote a draft and
sent it to Howie, but I killed it
before it could be published. I
thought my precious pain would
be a blip in the news cycle, and a
permanent blemish on my record
as a reasonable political analyst.
More fodder for all the irate folks
on the Internet who already vilified
me regularly with name-calling and
threats. It would be evidence that
I was hysterical and diminish my
credibility to speak on any number
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After a day of drinking on the beach, I woke
up in the middle of the night with a stranger
on top of me. I thought he was an intruder, as I
had no idea who he was or how he got inside. I
discovered later that he was a party guest who
had arrived after I went to bed. Suddenly, my

I had already reverted to Zombie mode by
the time I was on the train headed back to
Manhattan. I remember looking out the window with my head against the glass, thinking
there was no way I could allow myself to be
derailed by this again. I called my mother, and
I lied when she asked if I enjoyed the party. I
told her it was great. One of the most surreal
moments of my life was prepping for a cable
news appearance the next day; I was shifting
in my chair because I was covered in bruises
while the makeup artist encouraged me to
pucker up and smile.
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I lost this love in the worst way at the worst
time. Svetlana and I had made some solid
progress, and a quirky Greek woman named
Arianna Huffington had started a blog and
hired me as her Chief of Staff. It was all a bit
new media, but little did I know my career
was back on the rise. That senator I’d met in
Chicago decided to run for President. After
the election, I moved to New York so I could
finally be reunited with the sports journalist,
who had graduated from a small Chicago zine
to a prominent position in a national outlet. I
was feeling so good for maybe the first time,
literally full of the hope the country had just
embraced. In the midst of all the excitement
between my podcast and my increasingly
regular appearances on Neil Cavuto’s shows at
FOX Business News, I decided to go on a short
summer vacation to Montauk to celebrate a
friend’s birthday.

nightmare came true. There was no immunity
from repeat sexual trauma; someone was hurting me again.
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in quippy emails full of Libertarian zingers.
Plus, his goal in life was the same as mine. He
wanted to write novels. When we were very
young he gave me a copy of a book about
novel-writing called Bird by Bird. I gave a
speech about why I named my organization
after this book and this man exactly once; it
was videotaped and exists on the Internet. It
makes me itch if I wonder whether he’s ever
watched it, but I gave the speech because
I was asked by the Desert Sun newspaper
to share a story of love and heartbreak with
locals in the Coachella Valley, where birdbrain
is headquartered. I know how excruciating it
is to lose a life-giving love because you can’t
manage your sexual trauma symptoms and
I wanted other people to know it’s possible
to move on. I would be thrilled to never talk
about it again, so Google it if you must and
bring a box of tissues.
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of topics. What would I actually achieve other
than coming off as someone looking for a way
to capitalize on a moment for attention? I tried
to press on but soon, for a second time, I headed back home to California waving goodbye
to the career I loved.
To say I was demoralized would be an understatement. Dianna had to fly out and drive
me back across the country. We were racing
against the clock to stay a day ahead of a
punishing snowstorm. On my bookcase, I keep
a picture of her smiling at me from the driver’s

seat. I didn’t even have the energy to sing
along to Celine Dion, but she did. The only
emotion I could muster was the hint of a smile
as we passed a Halliburton office in the small
town of Liberal, Kansas. That’s pretty funny.
I was 31 and convinced that everything was
over for me. It wasn’t. Being home, new therapists, new jobs, and new interests kept me
engaged in life. One of my best qualities is that
I can find the strength to keep putting myself
out there even when I’m terrified. Or I’m a
masochist.

Wouldn’t it be incredible to recover from sexual
trauma and go about life without being regularly
subjected to things that trigger trauma responses?
The reality is that you can’t. As we’ve demonstrated in the Field Guide, the unchecked chaos
wreaked by this global epidemic is everywhere
you turn. You can’t unsee it once you know it’s
there. Maybe you can manage to mitigate and
minimize your personal response to it, but can
you really ever let it go when you know another

i’m no longer concerned
with whether my story
makes people squirm.
i’m not sorry, and i’m
not changing the subject.
incident could be lurking in your future? Can
you let it go when it’s happening to people you
love or even strangers you’ve never met? That
would be like walking away from the scene of a
crash and leaving wounded passengers to suffer
without calling an ambulance.
People might say—actually, they often say to
my face—that I need to stop thinking of myself
and other people as victims. I use that word on
purpose. It fascinates me how uncomfortable
it makes people. God forbid we might go on
thinking we deserve some sort of recourse after
we don’t get any. It’s wild how fast they’ll rush to

tell you that you’re a survivor and put the onus
on you to do the work. From the jump, we’re not
allowed to name the violations or show respect
for folks in a victimized state. It has to be rebranded. Who is that for if there’s no shame in
what we’ve experienced?
Well, I’m no longer concerned with whether my
story makes people squirm. I’m not sorry, and
I’m not changing the subject.
************
We were filling up our fountain Diet
Cokes at the movie theater on Thanksgiving weekend when I announced to
my parents that instead of continuing to
pursue my career in media, I would be
learning to sew. It wasn’t the first curve
ball I’d thrown their way, but it was
probably the most surprising. I wasn’t
known for my command of machinery or spatial precision; the C-grade
I earned in geometry was the only
stain on an otherwise overachieving
academic record. They nodded with
curiosity, salted our popcorn, and
we headed into Mocking Jay: Part
Two to watch Katniss Everdeen take
down the evil oligarchs of Panem.
I was nervous to float the new life
path I was flirting with to them. After
our day at the movies, it took about a
year for me to put together the first
presentation of what I was planning
and invite my loved ones into the
process. It didn’t look like what you
see now! I knew my community
was watching these rudimentary
sketches of bird heads I was posting on Instagram and wondering
why I wasn’t out on the 2016
election campaign trail. Or maybe
no one thought much of it at all. I
wondered the same thing, but I kept
going. The hope that I could inspire
even one sexual trauma victim to
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After everything I’d been through, the smallest
acts of faith felt like enormous gestures—but no
one seemed to appreciate them. Agreeing to a
date and showing up open-minded, or allowing
myself to daydream that the connection could
go somewhere. Allowing someone to spend
the night even though I might wake up in a
screaming episode and be embarrassed. Going
to church. Standing firm in an argument against
a bully at work. Defending men against stereotypes when people bitched about them even
though it would be easier to agree. Signing up
for a sewing class and making a pair of pajama
pants.

feel a different life was possible meant more to
me than anything—even if the one person was
just me.
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What I wanted to make didn’t quite fit the industry mold. Well, a lot of what I made early on
didn’t fit anybody! I suspected that if I tried to
fit in, though, I’d be too discouraged to keep
going. I decided that not knowing all the rules
I was breaking was going to be my advantage.
What I did know was that clothes play an intimate role in recovering from rape. They’re the
first experience we have with physical touch
after the incidents. The fabrics we wear can
feel like a safe, comforting embrace. Or they
can serve as body armor that broadcasts don’t
fuck with me vibes. When your agency has
been violated, the little things you can control
are profoundly powerful. As a curvy bulimic
girl who’d never seen myself reflected in the
fashion industry, it was not a domain in which
I was comfortable. Still, I’d always had a very
distinct style and I was starting to see a lot of
diverse, body-positive, inclusive models and
brands popping up on social media.
Throughout the progression of my
recovery, I’d started to realize that
deciding what to wear was my
absolute favorite part of
the day. It was a chance
to soothe myself or
inspire myself. Even
better, I didn’t have to
come up with any
words to convey
how I was
feeling.

When I realized that all the people who don’t
know what to say to sexual trauma victims
when we’re hurting might also appreciate
communicating without words, I saw a real
opportunity for how birdbrain could help us
finally express our solidarity.
birdbrain’s crafting kits grew out of my desire
for our supporters to experience more than
retail therapy or surface-level activism. There’s
plenty of options for cool ready-to-wear shirts
that make a statement. There are tons of
brands that use a 1-for-1 marketing strategy
to make customers feel good about their
purchases. I wanted to explore whether I could
invite our supporters to pause, slow down,
and physically engage with their beliefs about
sexual trauma on their own terms. When you
sit down by yourself or in a carefully curated
safe community to puffy paint your own We’re
Not Crazy shirt, your defenses can ease up.
When you color a rooster, your programmed
responses to all the gaslighting and obstacles
to social change can be suspended for fifteen
minutes. It’s up to you what you do with these
bursts of trust and time, and that’s why the
Field Guide exists to be your partner in maximizing them.
There’s nothing quite like the rush of emotion
I feel when I see someone wearing our clothes
or showing me a craft they’ve finished. In a
second, everything flashes in my mind. The
trauma and shock, the treatments, the losses,
the loneliness. I’ve transformed into something
so beautiful.

I appreciate you learning my story. The only
thing more incredible than feeling free to be
my real self is being able to share it with you
through birdbrain.
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Firm in your true story, you can now
communicate your experiences and
needs with your loved ones. You can
also articulate your beliefs and speak
about change in the broader world.
Let’s hone your skills at talking about
sexual trauma in the core scenarios
where it most frequently comes up:
self talk, among family and friends,
between intimate partners, and in
your work.

com m uni cati on

talk
it out

* you should have reported this. now it will happen to
someone else. * what happened to you wasn’t sexual; it was
violence. * you told me something different happened. * why

should i believe you now? * i’m sorry that happened, but i still
need more from you in bed. * god punishes sexual deviants.
* are you sure you said no? * you’re not a victim. you’re a

survivor. * talking to you is draining. * men are animals. * i
wish i could take the person who hurt you into a dark alley and
beat them. * this is a political attack. * i don’t know what to
say. * if you bring that up now, it will undermine our cause. *

to be fair, you were both drunk. * it wouldn’t be right for me
to date you. * do you want to put a promising young person
behind bars for a decade? * you’re too much. * do you have
any proof ? * you’re not trans; you’re just overcompensating

for what happened. * you’re letting your emotions get in
the way of getting better. * i would have fought back. * your

higher self chose this path for you so you could help heal

the planet. * i can’t believe you would send a person of
color into the prison system. * how many times did you let it
happen before you told anyone? * is it wrong that i’ve had
rape fantasies? * you’re going through something. * i can’t

help you if you don’t tell me how. * how could she have forced
you if you had an erection? * i can’t keep dealing with this. *

are you ever going to get over it? * this would never happen
to me, so i haven’t thought about it enough. * is this why you

only want to have sex with women now? * you’re fat, so it
must have been exciting to get some attention. * let me carry
your pain for you. * how many of them were there? * why are
you bringing this up now? * i love you, but i deserve to have

sex with someone who wants it. * there are still so many false
accusations. * i can’t even imagine what that was like for you.

let ’s talk
about sex

While introducing sexual
components into a conversation isn’t appropriate in
every circumstance, you

You can’t be expected to be perfect in every
exchange, but you can always try your best
with whatever faculties are available to you in
the moment. A good way to avoid explosive
conversations is to use the time when you feel
well to prepare for times when you don’t. When
you’re feeling solid, make an effort to better
understand your own self talk. It will be easier
to talk to others.
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Nearly everywhere you turn, people will attempt to downplay their discomfort through
various tactics: omission, changing the subject,
routing you to someone else, or even becoming hostile and combative. Remember that
their actions are about them—not about you.
You can stand firm in practicing sex-positivity. It
may not be innocuous like talking about the
weather, but discussing a sexual trauma
experience should be no more difficult than discussing sexual health
concerns like condom use or
STD testing.

The sexual trauma cycle is so emotionally
exhausting it’s hard to know what to feel and
how to express it. If you’re holding things in,
they’re probably going to build up to a point
where you might explode. That’s not your ideal
disclosure scenario. In that situation, it’s unlikely
that you’ll represent your best self, or speak in a
way that will set the tone for a positive support
network to coalesce around you.

bi rd bra i n

Regardless of the nature of the situation in
which you have to communicate, your support
network members must understand your
wounds are sexual. Attempting to detach from
the sexual part of sexual trauma causes unnecessary shame and encourages dissociation
from the sexual self. Even therapists will try to
do this, so be vigilant in noticing when your
conversation partner is practicing dissociation.
You don’t have to dissociate, too.

be prepared
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From Puritanical values to the proliferation
of Internet porn, attitudes and conversations
about sex in our culture are far from healthy.
So when you decide to speak out about sexual
trauma, you never know what kind of response
you’ll get when you choose to be transparent
about your experience. However, the reality is
that you can’t make an impact on the issue of
sexual trauma in your own life—or for anyone!—
if you can’t safely talk about sex.

should never feel that you have to hide or live
around sexual violence as though it is a taboo
subject. Gently suggest to anyone who is overtly uncomfortable that it’s important to name
your injuries to decrease stigma and promote
healing.

Journal
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Perhaps the most
complicated aspect of
sexual trauma recovery is
the concept of disclosure.
You’ll remember from
The Sexual Trauma Cycle
that between the event(s)
and the start of the
recovery process, there
is a space where a victim
must decide whether or
not to tell anyone what
happened. This is the first
moment where disclosure
enters the picture. It
doesn’t end there, though.
Disclosure happens every
time you engage in the
legal or justice system,
every time you open up
to a new support network
member, every time you
share with a new intimate
partner, and every time
you engage in activism.
Before I founded birdbrain,
thinking about disclosure
was one of the most
horrible aspects of my
life. There was so much
pressure. It was anxietyinducing to anticipate and
strategize how to minimize
the harm of another
person’s unpredictable
response—as though I
could control it! It was
a negotiation between
whether to sit with the
discomfort of holding the
information inside or the
discomfort of managing
their under-informed
reactions. Of course, their
comfort was always the
priority. Not mine!
Once I proclaimed my
status to the broader
world through birdbrain,
though, I would have given

anything to have that
unbearable burden back.
Now, anyone can google
me and discover these
intimate details of my
life experience, whether
I swipe them on a dating
app or interview with them
for a business project.
Obviously, I made a choice
and put myself in that
position when I decided
to engage in activism. In
reality, though, it was more
of a desperate act to help
myself and others than an
intentional one. Sharing
my reality eventually
grew to be an enveloping
freedom, but it did not
come easy. They say you
don’t know what you’ve
got until it’s gone. Boy, do
I appreciate the power of
disclosure!
So I beg you to
respect disclosure in
all its constraints and
opportunities.
If you’re the one sharing,
try to be aware of
whether PTSD symptoms
like hypervigilance are
escalating your feelings.
Doing a cost/benefit
analysis about how
disclosure might change
an interpersonal dynamic
can help dial things down
and gain perspective.
If someone discloses to
you, please don’t be a jerk!
I recommend memorizing
this statement: Thanks for
sharing that information
with me. I appreciate
the chance to better
understand and support
you.
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Do you regret any exchanges you’ve
had? Would you like to have a chance
to set things right? What would be the
first step? What would be the best medium for communicating? (letter, email,
phone call, in person, carrier pigeon) .
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What tangible outcomes
might be possible if you share
effectively? Do the positive outcomes outweigh the potentially
negative ones?

hugs
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d
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?
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would your convers
exchange?
ur
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ideally feel after

Good job completing
the exercise!
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Now that you’ve exp
lored your
inner monologue, let
’s set some
boundaries to help gu
ide your
communications going
forward.
Having a firm knowle
dge of what
you’re comfortable sha
ring will
make it less stressful
in the moments when it’s time
to speak up.
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Despite what anyone
says, you
still get to choose ho
w you feel
about yourself and you
r situation. You decide what
to say.
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don’t shop
for oranges
at the
hardware
store
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This is a well-known maxim. It reminds us
to be realistic in our expectations when
communicating with others. If you know your
audience, you can get a sense of whether
they’ll hand you a glass of pulpy OJ or a
hammer.
Once you’re engaged in positive self-talk and
feel aware of what needs to be said, it’s time
to start communicating. Skill levels might not
match up between conversation partners, but
you can always be proud to set an example
by being in integrity with your own intentions.
Likewise, this is why we set those boundaries!
You might be surprised by who steps up to
meet you. Other folks might show their true
colors, and that’s important information, too.
You can always choose to establish stronger
boundaries or cease communications with
someone who isn’t going to be a healthy part
of your recovery. You can even do this with
love, and re-evaluate over time whether it’s
worth additional attempts.
Let’s explore how some members of your
support network might show up for you.
The following matchups could all be healthy
situations, but each requires a unique
approach and set of expectations. It helps to
know which matchups are more accessible

and appealing based on the degree of
support you want for yourself.
Loved Ones, if you’re willing to be honest
about how you show up things could
drastically improve between you and your
person. By working together to improve
your knowledge and comfort level, you can
co-create clear communications that make
recovery a more rewarding experience.
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attempting
to detach from
the sexual
pa r t o f s e x u a l
trauma causes
unnecessary
shame and
encourages
dissociation
from the
sexual self.
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disqualified
Do not disclose anything to
someone who is unresponsive,
dismissive, aggressive, or
incapacitated.

m atchup If you have to
engage with someone who
has no skills to support you,
do so at a minimum to protect
your survival. It’s possible that
this person is a perpetrator,
so be very cautious. It’s also
possible that they’re a victim in
crisis mode unable to engage.
Use your best judgment while
keeping your distance. If this
person plays a substantial role
in your life, work with a health
professional to determine how
to safely evolve or end the
connection.

type

type

unfamiliar
disengaged

unfamiliar
receptive

(No subject knowledge, minimal
desire to learn)

(No subject knowledge, willing
to learn)

1

• Doesn’t realize 20% of people
they interact with are sexual
trauma victims.
• Doesn’t process the role of
sexual trauma in your life and
sees it as separate from you.
• Doesn’t think about safety
when interacting with you or
engaging in activities.
• Doesn’t make much of an
effort to impress you with mental
health awareness or supportive
qualities.
• Shows up for you beyond the
trauma and helps you build out
other happy and exciting areas of
your life.
• Becomes a companion who
offers a relatively trauma-free
happy place where you don’t
have to dwell on the past.
• Could be a struggle getting
them to take your symptomatic
episodes seriously.

match u p This is a good person
to interact with if you want to minimize trauma symptoms in your
daily life. Just be sure you’re not
suppressing to keep them comfortable. If they play a substantial
role in your life, plan to largely
self-manage or have more familiar
and engaged people around to fill
the gaps.

2

• Has a sincere emotional
response to disclosure.
• Wonders how sexual trauma
has impacted your life and
politely follows up with
questions.
• Responds to your safety
concerns when you suggest
them.
• Makes sure you know
they’re available if you need
to share more with them.
• Is reliable and celebrates
recovery milestones with you
when you share them.
• When you’re symptomatic
they learn to adapt and do
what you need.
• With time they could
naturally mature into a type 3.

m atch u p This is a good
person to interact with if you
really care for them and you
don’t mind having to educate
them on the issues and recovery
tools. This could be a sweet
spot for acquaintances or if
you’d prefer to mostly manage
symptoms on your own with
occasional support. If you want
to go deeper, these attributes
are a building block for growth
in closer ties.

type

familiar
receptive
(Has subject knowledge, willing
to learn more)
• Affirms your shares and asks
how they can learn more or
help.
• Recognizes that you’ve been
impacted and isn’t afraid to
dive in if it naturally comes up.
• Initiates conversation about
your safety protocols for
interactions and activities.
• Works independently to
improve knowledge and
initiates sharing approaches for
addressing symptoms together.
• Anticipates your triggers
and coordinates with your
support network to help you
feel your best.
• Approaches becoming an
anchor in your support network
with gusto and maybe leads
other support network members to be more effective.
• Becomes a strong ally if you
decide to take on activism.

type

4

impacted
struggling
(Is also a victim, needs
significant support)
• Breathes a huge sigh of
relief because you’re kindred
spirits.
• Inherently knows that you’ve
been impacted and can conceptualize how it played a role
in your maturation.
• Is aware that interactions
and activities might not feel
safe, but might not be sure how
to broach subject.
• Mutual sharing of your
experiences could be incredibly
rewarding, or it could be highly
triggering and call for strong
boundaries.

type

5

impacted
managing
(Is also a victim, uses tools to
manage symptoms)
• Finds a balance between
giving and receiving support
for long-term sustainability.
• There is more to connect
around than shared trauma and
your mutual joy grows to be
highly satisfying.
• You live peacefully in the
healed state you’ve earned
individually and established
together.
• You can explore your unique
capacity for shared activism.

• Can feel draining, dragging
you back in your own recovery.
m atc hup This person is a
dreamboat if your symptoms
require significant management, or if you plan to pursue
ambitious activism. They’ll be all
in. These attributes would wellequip someone to play a substantial role in your life. If you
prefer more privacy, though, be
ready to set boundaries.

matchup This could be you. Or
was you. So lots of compassion
here. If you’re comfortable
growing with this person, it
could be very rewarding.
There should be more to the
relationship, though. Be aware
of trauma bonding.

matchup It feels pretty amazing
to be seen by someone with
relevant experience, and this is
a good person to have around
if you can effectively manage
symptoms together.
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3

the disclosure
matchup

Journal
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When I made the
matchup chart, I felt
about a thousand times
lighter. Years of my life
spent navigating whether
a connection was healthy
or desirable became
streamlined in a way I
could easily reference
with others.
The thing about the
matchup chart is that
beyond disqualification,
no one is a bad matchup.
There aren’t “people who
don’t care about what
happened to me” or
“people who don’t want
to be with me.” There
are just people who
have more knowledge
and emotional tools
than others. I perceived
some relationships
to be traumatic, bad
matchups because I was
unclear on what I wanted
from others. Once I got
realistic about my needs
and their capacity, I
could see the pros and
cons of investing in or
relying on good people
with differing attributes.
I could enjoy them for
what they’re able to offer.
I hope the matchup
chart can help you think
about what types of
connections feel optimal
for you.
The matchup chart may
be hard for some loved

ones to read. Maybe you
want to be a 3, but you’re
a 1. Or maybe you were
unresponsive and you’re
just now ready to get on
the chart. Own it and do
better.
The nature, structure, and
duration of relationships
in our lives are different
for everyone, but there
is one thing worth
mentioning that applies
across the board. It’s a
concept called aftercare.
Aftercare is basically
assuming the
responsibility of checking
in after a notably intense
communication or
experience. (Sex would
especially constitute an
intense experience!)
Whether you’re a 1 or a
5 having a heart-to-heart
or a break up, memorize
these words: Is there
anything you need me to
do to make sure you feel
secure right now?
Aftercare reduces the
odds that your person
will be overwhelmed
by PTSD symptoms like
hypervigilant thinking
when you conclude your
interaction or activity.
It’s a courtesy, it reduces
harm, and is a great way
to show respect for what
we’ve been through.

WHAT DO EACH O
F
T H E IN T E R P E R S O N
AL
M A T C H U P S B R IN G
UP
FOR YOU?
IS T H E R E A N Y O N
E
YOU COULD ASK
F O R A D IF F E R E N T
LEVEL OF SUPPOR
T?
D O Y OU HA VE A SE N SE OF
W HA T K IN D OF SU PP OR T
Y OU ’L L N EE D IN TH E
FU TU RE ?

• Create a simple Homing Phrase that you can
rely on if you get rattled or feel unsure about
proceeding. Come back to it whenever you
need to.
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t i p Remember that we can’t control other people.
To manage your expectations and stay encouraged,
keep the focus on your part and celebrate when you
do the things you set out to do. If your conversation
partner is insensitive, triggers you, or otherwise fails
to engage appropriately, it’s OK to move on. If you
learn new information during your talk, it’s OK to
slow things down and regroup for a follow-up.

• For example: This conversation is eye-opening
and I’m glad we’re having it. I feel overwhelmed right now; I’m going to take some
time to gain my composure and I’ll circle back
to you in [a few hours, days, weeks, a month].

s
e
n
O
d
ve

Lo

ALL

WANT
DO YOU
WHERE
CHART?
E
H
T
N
O
TO FA L L

• For example: You and your conversation
partner get exhausted by revisiting the same
triggering subjects over and over just to make
a point in the current moment. Consider having
one in depth interaction (a conversation,
an email, a letter) that explains your core
experiences and challenges. Then, if you don’t
want to have to restate them to make a point
in the present—use the safe word. Banana!
Rainbow! Arugula! Pick the word that works for
you; a funny one might diffuse tension. Both
conversation partners can then recall previous
in-depth interactions without rehashing and
apply them to whatever you’re discussing now.
• Safe words can also work to communicate your
mood. Say Godzilla! and your conversation
partner will know it’s not a time when you feel
you can interact from your best place. Agree to
completely revisit later, or keep the interaction
to a minimum.
• This works especially well if you and your conversation partner have made a joint plan when
you were feeling well about how to respond
when you’re not.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

TA K E ?
U L D T H AT
W H AT W O

• It can also help to incorporate a safe word into
your relationship. While these are generally
considered to apply to sexual situations, it can
be effective in broader scenarios.
bi rd bra i n

U F
O YO
RE D
T?
R
A
WHE
H
HE C
ON T

• Setting a time frame for how long you’ll need
to process things helps your conversation
partner brace themselves for how long they’ll
need to be prepared to wait to follow up. This
can reduce anxiety for both of you. It’s not
mandatory to follow up on the exact agreed
upon date; emphasize that it’s an estimate and
check in if more time is needed.
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beyond
ourselves
Interpersonal communications are critical for
individuals on sexual trauma recovery journeys, but it’s also important that we perceive
ourselves as contributing to broader social
discourse around our issues.
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The conversation about us that you hear in the
media doesn’t necessarily reflect the nature or
breadth of our realities.
Consider this: As a society, we only really
know what a very small percentage of sexual
trauma victims are willing to state publicly. The
people coming forward must be comfortable
or at least willing to engage with the police
and justice systems, and they have to be willing to put their sexuality in the spotlight. The
media tends to fixate on guilt or innocence in
specific cases, not the sociopolitical subtext
of a global epidemic. The people who lead
and participate in media analysis usually represent an issue group, and they fail to frame
the challenges in a humanitarian context. The
narratives that can be extrapolated from such
a small, skewed sample size are limited in
scope. If we want to truly know this problem
and how it impacts lives and social outputs,
we have to first make it more comfortable to
disclose information so we can start learning.
Let’s reflect on what we commonly hear discussed in public discourse versus what might
be better questions to ask on behalf of the
enormous swath of society impacted by sexual
trauma.
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as a society,
w e o n ly r e a l ly
know what a
very small
percentage
of sexual
trauma victims
are willing to
s t a t e p u b l i c ly.

existing narratives
critcal questions
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The predominant group leading the conversation
for decades has been liberal feminists, and they
gained a lot of traction in the 2000s by focusing
on college campuses. The academic and political
nature of these narratives generates a predictable conservative chorus about false accusations,
promiscuity, heteronormativity, and generally
blaming victims. This push-pull dynamic will likely
take decades to resolve through legislation, if
that can be achieved at all.
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Should we expand beyond entrenched
arguments that center the state and the
justice system? Are there other appeals
that could form the basis of an aligned,
multilateral coalition that could make a
humanitarian impact on quality of life
independently of legislative action?
If substantial social or legislative
change will take decades, what can
we be doing to provide relief and joy
to the millions managing symptoms
now?

Societal leaders, healing professionals, and support
networks need to start understanding that the
experience of sexual trauma is not just an isolated
event that one recovers from, but the adoption of
a sexual trauma-informed worldview. Roughly a
fifth of the global population in all its diversity is
living in a reality that is not a predominant part of
the geopolitical framework or conversation. That’s
more than a billion people. What are the conse-

Most discourse frames sexual violence
and recourse as a women’s issue. While
women comprise a currently-known
majority of the impacted population,
research on men and queer people is
undersourced.
Should we consider framing the crisis
as a human rights issue in the sex
education and mental health sectors?
This could allow for a wide range of
demographics to be included in the
coalition.
What actionable knowledge
might be unlocked if we
dedicated as much or more
time to long-term symptoms
management as we do to the
immediate crisis period?

if you don’t yet feel that you
understand the sexual traumai n f o r m e d w o r l d v i e w, t h e n i t
is time to dedicate yourself
t o t h e t a s k . Yo u r v o i c e i s
essential to the conversation.

There is a heavy emphasis on
prosecution and prison time for sex
offenders, which is out of step in
many ways with the rising prison
abolition movement.

Sexual violence is embedded within many issues,
but it is often erased in order to elevate non-sexual
objectives. For example: An undocumented person
who is raped is asked to suppress this information so
as not to detract from broader pushes for immigration reform. Or a soldier is assaulted but asked not
to report it so as not to disrupt the push for gender
equality in military service.

People who aren’t in crisis have to step up,
secure support structures and take action with us
and for us. Get informed or teach others by revisiting “The Situation” section, and consider the
role you are best equipped to play by completing the exercises in the “Take Action” section.

What impact might sex positive,
mentally-healthy messages about us
thriving have on perceptions of us?
How might celebratory, respectful
images restore our inherent sexuality?
How could robust, inclusive sex
education become a strong
preventative measure?

If you don’t yet feel that you understand the
sexual trauma-informed worldview, then it
is time to dedicate yourself to the task. Your
voice is essential to the conversation. We must
learn, think critically, reframe assumptions, and
integrate our findings into an updated, more
sophisticated outlook if we want to have a safer,
sexually healthy world.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

quences of that? How long will that dynamic
be tenable?

The portrayal of us in prose and imagery
is largely fragile and tragic. This creates a
perception of being irreversibly tainted,
damaged, or unable to recover.

bi rd bra i n

What would happen if we stopped waiting our
turn in line to be recognized? What if issue
group leaders incorporated the consequences
of sexual trauma into their frameworks for
social change and emphasized it?

What could be possible if straight
and queer people join forces to
address toxic gender behaviors that
spurr sexual violence?
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If we want to be in solidarity with activists
who are advocating away from prosecution
and prisons, what kinds of preventative or
rehabilitative measures need to be popularized? Is that an appropriate action given
the severity of the crimes? What would be
a stop gap during the transition from one
approach to another? Is this what a majority
of victims would want?

Solutions for straight and queer people
are silohed. It creates valuable safety
measures to stay separate, but the
lack of integration prevents us from
making strides toward a global sex
positive curricula.
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Feeling ready to
sing your own
tune? This little
hummingbird is
ready to back you
up.
I would put on
Whitney Houston’s
I Want To Dance
With Somebody
and rock out.
OK, let’s be real.
I’d also play The
Greatest Love of
All and cry. At this
point in the Field
Guide, I’m feeling
all the emotions.
While you color,
you can practice
having safe and
productive conversations with the
people in your life
who need to hear
from you.
Show me on Insta
when you’re done
and tag birdbrain!
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No one else can decide what feeling
better looks like for you. Let’s take
this chance to imagine you, fully restored, and managing your symptoms
with effective tools that allow you to
live in peace and possibility.

v i s i on

your
recovery
vision

v i s i on
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Loved Ones
W H AT
DO YO
U WISH
YOUR
FOR
PERSO
N?
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C
DYN RIBE YO
AMI
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CS.
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IP
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NSH

HOW DO YOU FEEL
AS THEY HEAL?

Good job! Now put on
your favorite birdbrain
shirt before you dash out
the door and into your
new normal.
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take
action
Let’s think about some of the areas
where our future someday super
sexually healthy world needs people
like you to make a difference.

BE
SEXUAL
ON YOUR
TERMS.
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TA K E O N
T H E FA I L I N G S A N D
C R E AT E N E W F O R M S
OF RECOURSE
WITHIN THE JUSTICE
SYSTEM.
WORK
L O C A L LY,
N AT I O N A L LY,
O R G L O B A L LY T O
IMPROVE CRISIS
CORRECT MEDIA

R E L AT I O N S W I T H

PERCEPTIONS BY

AUTHORITIES.

PRODUCING MORE
A C C U R AT E , U S E F U L
C O N T E N T. B E
INCLUSIVE AND
G AT H E R B E T T E R
DATA .

BUILD
COMMUNITY BY
J O I N I N G O R C R E AT I N G
S A F E S U P P O R T S PA C E S
WITHIN YOUR CIRCLE

dream
A N D C A PA C I T Y.

DEMAND
MORE OF THE
P SYC H O LO GY F I E L D
AND HELP PROMOTE
SEXUAL TRAUMA

big
S TA N D U P
FOR PEOPLE
WHO’VE BEEN
V I O L AT E D E V E N I F
IT DIDN’T HAPPEN
TO YOU.

LAUNCH A
SEXUAL TRAUMA
O R M E N TA L H E A LT H
EMPLOYEE RESOURCE
GROUP (ERG)
AT W O R K .
PROMOTE
SEX-POSITIVE
BELIEFS IN YOUR
CIRCLE AND IN
BROADER
C U LT U R E .

A P P LY
W H AT YO U ’ V E
L E A R N E D L O C A L LY
O R N AT I O N A L LY

LIVE IN

TO THE GLOBAL

INTERPERSONAL

EPIDEMIC.

INTEGRITY BY BEING
REAL WITH THE
PEOPLE IN YOUR
LIFE.

acti v i s m

RESEARCH.
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nt or
e los
s?
There are times to
express anger and
outrage. There are
times to lead with love
and healing. There’s
everything in between.
What feels like your
sweet spot? What would
you use that approach
and tone to change?

IS YOUR SUPPORT
NETWORK
ONBOARD?

Have you let your
people know you’re
taking action? Have you
checked in about their
privacy concerns and
needs?
W H AT I S
YOUR C
URRENT
COMMU
N I C AT I O
NS COM
LEVEL?
FORT

You’ll have
to speak ab
out sexual
trauma with
greater freq
uency. Do
you have a
sense of wha
t you’d like
to say? Shou
ld you think
it through
more and p
ractice by yo
urself or
with people
in your circ
le before
you go big
?
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N?

IS IT MORE APPEALING TO JOIN
AN EXISTING EFFORT OR DO YOU
W A N T TO S TA R T YO U R O W N ?

• Show respect for longtime organizers and gain
perspective from them.
• If you’re only familiar with
how sexual trauma has
impacted folks in your
same demographic, train
yourself to think about
how it impacts others of
different races, genders,
incomes, backgrounds,
countries.
• The book Emergent
Strategy: Shaping
Change, Changing
Worlds by adrienne
maree brown is an
excellent source of
information about
how to architect healthy
and effective movements.

• Sexual trauma activism
doesn’t happen in
isolation. Directly and
indirectly, it plays a role in
all social movements.
* Sometimes passionate
organizers who are
furthering a cause
near to their hearts
choose to minimize the
urgency of addressing
sexual trauma.
* Bringing up concerns
about sexual trauma
might be viewed
as distracting,
undermining, or
tangential to a
prominent movement.
Be prepared for
pushback.
* When you provide
input to movement
leaders, make it a
habit to integrate how
addressing sexual
trauma factors into the
best strategy.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

It could minimize your stress and
maximize your impact if you work with
an established movement. It could
be freeing and satisfying to take on
something that you specifically see not
being addressed the way it could be best
done. What are the pros and cons for
either option?

• Study what’s already
been done and learn
from it.
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t ip Activism can demand a lot from you, and it won’t
always feel like you’re making progress. Remember these
things as you do the work, and build up your stamina.
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hey, friend.
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we’re friends now, right?
We’re here at the end together. I have one last
important message to share with you.
You and your loved ones will face triggering
scenarios and manage trauma symptoms if
you engage in activism. Not everyone has to
do it; some of us have carried too much. If you
can, I hope you do. Through trial and error, you
can determine a process that keeps you and
your people as healthy as possible.

Once I stopped suppressing my reality in order
to keep other people comfortable, things got
tough but they also got real. Like breathing in
crisp, clean morning air, I love being in integrity with my truth.
If you’re on a quest like mine, I want to validate
you and encourage you to see it through. Not
in a hokey inspirational way. More like when

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l

All that said, living into the new normal each
day is exhilarating.

It’s been six years since I had the idea to create
the Field Guide, and almost 25 years since I
desperately needed it as a teenager. It’s taken
me all that time to put this resource together,
which is pretty staggering to think about. I’m
not a patient person, but I’ve had to become
one in order to facilitate birdbrain. It would
be negligent if I did not underscore that the
nature of the work is re-traumatizing, and I’ve
had to design manageable operating procedures that account for challenges I don’t face
in other areas of my business portfolio. It takes
longer to get work done, and I’ve learned to
adjust deadlines. It requires impeccable emotional discipline to access fragile feelings and
then step back to objectively evaluate what is
constructive and actionable. When colleagues
and volunteers are looking for leadership
and guidance, summoning a professional and
positive attitude can feel as hard as climbing
out of the Grand Canyon. I’ve struggled with
all of these things, and persisted through
many meltdowns. The most incredible thing
I’ve come to realize is that simply making a
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I can’t tell you it won’t hurt. Sometimes it
hurts a lot. I can’t tell you that other people
will understand what you’re going through or
what you’re pushing through to achieve. You’ll
probably do some zig-zagging and stepping
back before you propel yourself and the cause
forward. We probably aren’t going to solve
this issue in our lifetimes, but we can evolve
it. You’ll have to be satisfied with incremental
progress and celebrate it.

you’re grinding through a grueling situation
I want you to remember that birdbrain is
working beside you. I’ve dreamed for decades
of what might be possible if people like me
and you and the people who care about us
follow our instincts and expect others to treat
us in healthy ways. It will be my great privilege
to experience your unique contribution as it
unfolds.
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long-term commitment and sticking with it is
what yields results for birdbrain—even if my
process and infrastructure doesn’t adhere to
what would be taught in a schmancy MBA program about running an effective organization.
Don’t let conventional wisdom dictate how you
achieve your vision.
Since you’ve reached the culmination of the
Field Guide and if you’re stoked about your
own activism journey, I feel it’s only fair to
share the system I devised for producing the
Field Guide. I don’t want a gold star but I hope
my hacks can help you mentally prepare or
strategize in your endeavors. OK, fine. Give me
the gold star.

a f ie ld gu i de t o th e n e w n or mal
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how i made the field guide
*To create a natural, logical user experience,
I started by writing a letter to my 16 year-old
self and sharing with her what 40-year-old me
has learned. I approached that emotionally,
with care, and wrote several pages by hand
freely. Then I put on my editor hat, and I broke
the letter down into what felt like distinct concepts to form sections. This process honored
my leadership intention and generated the
basis for our table of contents.
*Starting with a strong structure creates a
sense of security and makes it easier to begin.
Most major birdbrain projects for me begin
with dread. I try to always create containers
for my emotions so that I’m not just adrift in
my feelings; the table of contents and outlines
I made served as those containers. Think
of it like putting bumpers on the lane while
you’re bowling—you’re never in the gutter!
That means doing a bit of prep work before
allowing my emotions to take over and start
typing freely. This looks like forming a query or
articulating a hypothesis, then setting a time
frame for exploring it and asking members of
my support network to be on call during that
window. I test these instincts against my emotions by sitting with them in thought for hours

or days, talking them through with friends or
health professionals, cross referencing them
with research, and then distilling them into
content.
*The Field Guide is dense and complex, so I
needed a very sturdy and reliable container
that would help me feel both supported and
focused. I’d had several botched attempts at
managing the project on my own while checking in with our Board Members. It was too
overwhelming. What made the difference was
deciding to participate in a community called
Art of Freelance. (Visit www.artoffreelance.com
to check it out.) The community’s support for
my project and our regular weekly meetings
kept me on track.
*When I know I will be opening up wounds
and sitting in a prolonged state of sexual trauma work, I prefer to go deep and fast. I can’t
patiently space it out over weeks and months.
I took two weeks where I exclusively wrote the
Field Guide and powered through it. I resisted
it like a root canal and started three days late,
but I wrote myself a letter for when I was done
that thanked “future me” for making the effort.
I read it throughout the times when I wanted
to quit. When I do this type of surge, I also shut
off my phone and all communications. That can
be scary for me and the people who love me,
so I also activated a support circle for this time
block. I sent a daily email at 5pm to my mom,
one of our Board members, and my friend Leslie to let them know I was alright and on track.
*I was dating a straight guy at the time of
the first draft who had limited experience
with sexual trauma recovery efforts or being
intimate with a bisexual person. I chose not to
communicate much with him about the project
until I was done because I didn’t want to be
influenced by any fear of romantic rejection
for what I’d be saying. This might have been
the wrong call, as we ultimately parted ways.
However, I’m very glad I made that decision, as
it was a huge relief. After some time I revisited
the draft and wrote more freely, especially

incorporating my queer point of view. This may
strike some people as sad or odd but it is total
bisexual problems. We’re constantly volleying
between monosexual straight or queer worlds,
which seriously impacts self-perception and
expression. Living up to birdbrain’s ideals of
the love we deserve usually prevents me from
selling myself short or forces me to deepen my
efforts to let romantic partners in.

*Writing the Field Guide was our first marathon.
The second one was illustrating it into the aesthetic dream world of possibility I feel is core to
our mission. This took triple the amount of time
and money I anticipated, and drove me into fits.
We finished because Mom is Mom, I got the
nerve to ask my friends for large amounts of
money during a pandemic, and I trusted one of
my core supporters, our Board Member Kesila
Childers. She stepped in and project-managed
our design work when I couldn’t find the
energy to keep moving this forward. The Field
Guide is a true product of what a support network can achieve when you stick together.
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*I thought about you. I wanted to be here with
you more than anything I’ve ever wanted.
If the Field Guide has compelled you to take
action, I’m thrilled and I can’t wait to see
what you build. You can always access birdbrain’s contact form on our website and tell
me all about it.
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*An unfortunate aspect of staying in a prolonged state of trauma work is that my body
often physically reacts to the stress. That looks
like hair loss, itching skin, mouth sores, weight
gain, insomnia, and sometimes panic attacks.
It’s not so much that I’m re-living the traumatic
experiences as that I’m bracing myself for how
what I’m doing will be received. In order to get
through that, I foremost remember that I can
always stop. I take on a gentle attitude, and
offer myself soothing things like a cup of hot
mint tea. I also give myself full permission to
do whatever is necessary—ugly crying, inhaling
Cheez Its, staring at a wall, you name it. I can’t
wait until this next sentence is taken out of context one day LOL, but one of the most effective
tools is also strategic masturbation. Recognizing my own control over my sexual feelings
and pleasure can recenter things and provides

physical release from the tension. Of course,
I also do plenty of birdbrain crafts. I colored
every relaxation exercise in the Field Guide that
will live alongside yours.

a fie l d gu ide t o t he n e w n or ma l
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You did it!
You’re not crazy!
Celebrate your
accomplishment by
coloring all these
happy hearts that
are overflowing in
your honor.
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